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THE CONTINUUM DIRECTED POLYMER IN LE´VY NOISE
QUENTIN BERGER AND HUBERT LACOIN
Abstract. We present in this paper the construction of a continuum directed polymer
model in an environment given by space-time Le´vy noise. One of the main objectives
of this construction is to describe the scaling limit of discrete directed polymer in an
heavy-tail environment and for this reason we put special emphasis on the case of α-
stable noises with α P p1, 2q. Our construction can be performed in arbitrary dimension,
provided that the Le´vy measure satisfies specific (and dimension dependent) conditions.
We also discuss a few basic properties of the continuum polymer and the relation between
this model and the Stochastic Heat Equation with multiplicative Le´vy noise.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to build a continuum model which describes the scaling limit
of directed polymers in Zd with an environment which has infinite second moment: the
continuum directed polymer in a space-time Le´vy noise. Our construction can be thought
as an extension to arbitrary noise and dimension of that presented in [2] of a continuum
polymer in dimension 1 with Gaussian white noise. In a companion paper [8], we prove
that the scaling limit of the directed polymer in Zd with heavy tailed environment is indeed
the continuum model constructed in the present paper.
Whereas the construction in [2] is directly based on the solution of the Stochastic Heat
Equation (SHE) with multiplicative noise, our approach here needs to be slightly different
since the solution of SHE with a general Le´vy noise (see [21] for recent developpements)
does not display sufficient regularity. Our continuum model is thus defined via a mar-
tingale approximation of the noise obtained by truncating the “small jumps” part of the
noise. This construction is not specific to directed polymers and can possibly be applied
to describe the scaling limit of a wide variety of disordered models with heavy tailed
noise, including the disordered pinning model (see [16, 18] for the construction of the
corresponding Gaussian scaling limits).
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In order to motivate our construction, we provide a brief introduction to the directed
polymer model, the notion of its scaling limit and review some literature on the subject.
1.1. Directed polymer in a random environment (the discrete model). Let us
consider η “ pηn,xqnPN,xPZd a discrete p1 ` dq-dimensional field of i.i.d. random variables,
with law denoted by P. We assume that
Prη ě ´1s “ 1 and Erηs “ 0 . (1.1)
With some harmless abuse of notation, we let η denote a generic random variable with
the same law as ηn,x. We consider the following p1 ` dq-dimensional (discrete) directed
polymer model, in environment pηn,xqnPN,xPZd . Let S “ pSiqiě0 be the simple symmetric
random walk on Zd, with law denoted by P. Given a parameter β P p0, 1q (which allows
to tune the disorder’s intensity) we define the partition function ZηN,β by
Z
η
N,β :“ E
” Nź
n“1
`
1` βηn,Sn
˘ı
, (1.2)
and the associated polymer (Gibbs) measure PηN,β by
dPηN,β
dP
pSq :“ 1
Z
η
N,β
Nź
n“1
`
1` βηn,Sn
˘
. (1.3)
The environment η can be thought as a field of impurities, and under PηN,β the law of the
random walk is modified so that it favors visits to (space-time) sites where η assumes a
larger value. Assumptions (1.1) are merely practical: they ensure that 1`βηn,Sn is always
positive and imply that ErZηN,βs “ 1.
The directed polymer model has a long history, dating back to [34], see [24] for an exten-
sive review. In many directed polymer references (including [24]) the setup is slightly dif-
ferent and the Gibbs weights are rather written in an exponential form exppβřNn“1 rηn,Snq
instead of
śN
n“1
`
1` βηn,Sn
˘
used here. For most purposes the two formalisms are equiv-
alent, but the latter turns out to be the adequate one for the specific problem we wish to
study (we discuss this point later in the introduction, see Remark 1.1).
Localization transition. A major point of focus in the directed polymer model has been
the localization transition from a high temperature diffusive phase (small β) to a low
temperature localized phase (large β). This phase transition can be studied via the free-
energy ppβq :“ ´ limNÑ8 1NErlogZηN,βs; we refer to [25, Prop. 2.5] for a proof of its
existence. The free-energy is a non-negative, non-decreasing and continuous function of
β P p0, 1q (see [27, Thm. 3.2] for a proof, [45, Thm. A.1] for its adaptation to the setup
presented here). In particular there exists a critical value βc P r0, 1s which is such that
ppβq “ 0 if and only if β6βc.
This phase transition has been mostly studied in the case where the environment has
a finite second moment Erη2s ă 8. In the exponential setup, this corresponds to having
Ere2βrηs ă 8 (the standard assumption considered in the literature is that η has exponential
moment of all orders see e.g. [1]) and under this assumption it has been show that βc ą 0
when d ě 3, in [12, 35], while βc “ 0 when d “ 1 [26] and d “ 2 [36]. In particular this
implies that there is no observable transition in dimension d “ 1 and d “ 2.
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Intermediate disorder regime and scaling limit. When d ď 2, under a finite second moment
assumption, we have
lim
NÑ8
Z
η
N,β “ 0 and lim
βÑ0
Z
η
N,β “ 1 . (1.4)
A legitimate question is therefore to know how to scale β with N (or N with β) in order
to observe a non-trivial random behavior for ZηN,βN and P
η
N,β in the limit N Ñ 8.
This problem has been the object of a large number of works [1, 16, 18] (see the re-
view [17] and references therein). When d “ 1, the correct scaling is to take β proportional
to N´1{4 — note that in this case, N is proportional to the correlation length of the system
which is given by |ppβq|´1 — β´4 see [3, 41]. The limit is formally obtained by replacing
the random walk path and its environment by their scaling limit, which are respectively
given by Brownian Motion and space-time White Noise. In particular, the scaling limit
of the partition function limNÑ8 Z
η
N,pβN´1{4 is intimately related to the solution of the
Stochastic Heat Equation (SHE) with multiplicative noise [10].
The case of the dimension d “ 2 is more delicate, but has witnessed substantial progress
in the recent years [19, 20, 33]. Let us also mention [22] and references therein for results
concerning a hierarchical version of the model. One of the several reasons why this case
presents additional difficulty is that the SHE with multiplicative noise in dimension d “ 2
is ill-defined, so that the heuristic picture we had in dimension d “ 1 cannot be valid. It is
however known that if βN is chosen so that e
π{β2N is proportional to N (this corresponds to
taking the size of the system proportional to |ppβq|´1, see [6]) and if the initial position S0
of the random walk is randomized, e.g. uniform on a ball of radius
?
N , then the partition
function ZηN,βN converges to a non-trivial limit.
Heavy tailed disorder. Our main motivation is to investigate intermediate disorder limits
beyond the case Erη2s ă 8. Our interest lies in the case where η is in the domain of
attraction of an α-stable law for α P p1, 2q and that (1.1) still holds (we can also consider
the case α P p0, 1s if one drops the assumption that η has zero average). To be more
specific, let us assume the tail distribution has a pure power-law decay, i.e. that in the
large z limit we have
Ppη ą zq “ z´αp1` op1qq . (1.5)
This kind of heavy tail environment has been studied in [45]. In this case, the existence
of a non-trivial weak disorder phase depends on α and the dimension d. We have βc “ 0 if
and only if d6 2
α´1 , see [45, Thm. 1.1]. Moreover, when d ă 2α´1 , the behavior of the free
energy near criticality (that is, for β small) is given by ppβq “ βν`op1q with ν “ 2α
2´dpα´1q .
One of our main goal is to identify the intermediate disorder scaling limit of this model
under the assumption (1.5), when α ă 1 ` d
2
. We present in this paper the construction
of the continuum measure that appears as the limit of PηN,βN in the intermediate disorder
regime. The convergence of the discrete model to the continuum one, when βN goes to 0
at some adequate rate, is the object of a separate work [8], see Theorem A below.
Remark 1.1. Let us stress that directed polymers in heavy-tail random environment are
also considered in [4, 9, 28]: the main difference is that in these papers the Gibbs weights are
written under the exponential form exppβřNn“1 rηn,Snq. When the second moment of rηn,Sn
is infinite, such a model exhibits very strong localization properties: polymer trajectories
remain in the neighborhood of a single favorite trajectory which visits the high enery sites
(see [4, 9]). Also, the intermediate disorder regime is somehow trivial in this case. Indeed,
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in [9] the authors show that there is a specific scaling at which a sharp weak-to-strong
disorder transition occurs. Under this scaling, there is a (random) threshold below which
the partition function goes to 1 and above which it goes to `8 (see [9, Thms 2.7-2.8] for a
more precise statement). The model we study here has actually a very different behavior.
This comes from the fact the field βηn,x converges after scaling (as a distribution) to a
non trivial limit — this is never the case for exppβrηn,xq even after centering because large
values of rη create too wild fluctuations. Our setting therefore allows for the occurrence of an
intermediate regime in which the entropy of the random walk and the random environment
have balanced roles.
1.2. An informal definition of a continuum polymer with Le´vy noise. Before
stating our main result concerning the intermediate disorder regime in α-stable environ-
ment, we need to provide a description of the scaling limit. The object we construct is
formally obtained by considering a Feynman–Kac formula where the random walk and the
environment are replaced by their respective scaling limits.
The scaling limit of our random walk is a Brownian Motion with covariance matrix 1
d
Id
where Id is the identity matrix in R
d. To define the continuum polymer, we rather consider
a standard d-dimensional Brownian motion pBtqtPr0,T s (for practical reason it is convenient
to define B only until a fixed finite time horizon T ). We let Q denote the associated
distribution (we omit the dependence in T to lighten notation) on the Wiener space
C0pr0, T sq :“
 
ϕ : r0, T s Ñ Rd : ϕ is continuous and ϕp0q “ 0( , (1.6)
endowed with the topology of uniform convergence and the associated Borel σ-algebra.
When η has a finite second moment, the scaling limit for the environment is given by
a space-time Gaussian white noise. In that case a Brownian polymer model in dimension
d “ 1 can be (and has been) constructed based on the solution of the Stochastic Heat
Equation, see [2]. On the other hand, in the case where (1.5) is satisfied for some α P p0, 2q,
we have to consider a different object, namely the space-time p1 ` dq-dimensional α-
stable noise with Le´vy measure supported on R`. This is the multidimensional analog
of the derivative of the α-stable process with only positive jumps. This is a well studied
object, see [29] and references therein, but we try to offer here a short and self-contained
introduction for the sake of completeness. For simplicity, we focus our exposition on the
case α P p1, 2q, which displays the most interesting phenomenology. However we also treat
below a much more general class of noise which includes the case α P p0, 1s.
One-sided α-stable noise in R ˆ Rd. Given α P p1, 2q, we start with a Poisson point
process ω on Rˆ Rd ˆR` (time, space, and value of disorder) with intensity
dtb dxb αυ´p1`αqdυ , (1.7)
which is obtained as the scaling limit of the extremal process associated with pηn,xqnPN,xPZd
satisfying (1.5). As it shall draw no confusion the distribution of ω is also denoted by P.
Our α-stable Le´vy noise ξω is the random distribution which is formally obtained by
summing weighted Dirac masses υ δpt,xq corresponding to all the points pt, x, υq P ω and
subtracting a non-random quantity so that the obtained distribution is centered in expec-
tation. The delicate part is that, as in the definition of α-stable processes, the counter
term that has to be substracted is infinite.
Let us thus explain how ξω can be obtained using a limiting procedure. We consider ω
as a set of points, and for any a P p0, 1s we define ωpaq :“ tpt, x, υq P ω : υ ě au the
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truncated environment. We then let ξ
paq
ω be the random measure on Rˆ Rd defined by
ξpaqω :“
ˆ ÿ
pt,x,υqPω
υ1tυěauδpt,xq
˙
´ αpa
1´α ´ 1q
α´ 1 L , (1.8)
where L denotes Lebesgue measure on RˆRd (note that our centering only compensates
the jumps of intensity smaller than one, so that ξ
paq
ω is not centered). We define ξω as the
distributional limit of ξ
paq
ω when a tends to zero.
For the sake of fixing ideas, let us specify a functional space in which this convergence
holds. Given s P R, the Sobolev space HspRd`1q is defined as the closure of the space of
smooth compactly supported function with respect to the norm
}f}Hs :“
ˆż
Rd`1
p1` |z|2qs| pfpzq|2dz˙1{2 , (1.9)
where pfpzq “ ş
Rd`1
fpxqe´iz¨xdx is the Fourier transform of f . We also consider the local
Sobolev space
Hsloc :“
 
f : fψ P Hs for every C8 compactly supported ψ( ,
considered with the topology induced by the family of semi-norms }ψf}Hs indexed by ψ.
We then have the following (standard) result: when α P p1, 2q, then ξpaqω converges almost
surely in H´sloc with s ą p1 ` dq{2 towards a limit ξω P H´sloc . In particular, this means
that ξω can be integrated against any function in H
spRd`1q which has compact support.
Informal description of the scaling limit. In order to describe the candidate scaling limit of
the model (1.3) we must make sense of a Feynman–Kac formula analogous to (1.2) in which
the random walk S is replaced by a Brownian motion B and η replaced by the α-stable
noise ξω. Similarly to (1.3) we wish to define a polymer model which is a modification of
the Wiener Brownian measure Q obtained via tilting by an energy functional. For T ą 0
and β ą 0 we would like to define QωT,β as
dQωT,β
dQ
pBq “ 1
ZωT,β
:eβHωpBq: , (1.10)
where the energy functional is given by ξω integrated against the Brownian trajectory, in
the following sense (δps,yq denotes the dirac mass at ps, yq)
HωpBq “ ξω
ˆż T
0
δpt,Btq dt
˙
. (1.11)
At this stage, we only consider this expression at a formal level, as it is quite clear that
the fact that ξω P H´sloc is not sufficient to provide a mathematical interpretation of this
expression.
The exponential :eβHωpBq: is to be interpreted as an analogous of the time-ordered Wick
exponential which is considered for the continuum directed polymer in white noise, see [2].
Informally, :eβHωpBq: is defined via the following expansion
:eβHωpBq: “
8ÿ
k“0
βk
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătkăT
kź
i“1
ξωpδpti,Btiqdtiq . (1.12)
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While it is challenging to make sense of the above formula, things become simpler if one
looks at the partition function ZωT,β “ Q
“
:eβHωpBq:
‰
, because a formal integration with
respect to Brownian trajectories makes the integrand more regular. Let us denote
ρtpxq :“ 1p2πtqd{2 e
´ }x}2
2t (1.13)
the heat-kernel on Rd associated with the Brownian motion (}x} stands for the Euclidean
norm of x). For 0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tk and x1, . . . , xk P Rd, we also use the short-hand notation
̺pt,xq :“
kź
i“1
ρti´ti´1pxi ´ xi´1q , (1.14)
with by convention t0 “ 0 and x0 “ 0 (in the following, if a different choice is made it
will be duly notified). We will also use the notation dt and dx for Lebesgue measure on
R
k and pRdqk respectively. With these notation, the expectation of (1.12) with respect to
the Wiener measure can be formally defined by
ZωT,β “ 1`
8ÿ
k“1
βk
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătkăT
ż
pRdqk
̺pt,xq
kź
i“1
ξωpdti,dxiq. (1.15)
In order to give a meaning to the above expression, we will approximate ξω by ξ
paq
ω and
investigate the limiting behavior when a goes to zero. As it will be seen later, giving
a meaning to ZωT,β is the most important step in order to give a rigorous interpretation
to (1.10).
2. Model and results
We can now introduce our results. We present in Section 2.1 our construction of the
continuum measure QωT,β, thus defining the continuum directed polymer in Le´vy noise.
For pedagogical reason, we first present the case of the α-stable noise with α P p1, 2q,
since it corresponds to the scaling limit of the model introduced in Section 1.1 above; we
turn afterwards to the case of a general heavy-tail noise. In Section 2.2, we present finer
properties of the measure constructed and in Section 2.3 we discuss the relation between
our model and the Stochastic Heat Equation with multiplicative Le´vy noise. Further
comments on the results are made in Section 2.4.
2.1. The construction of the continuum polymer in Le´vy noise. Our main result
is the construction of a measure on the Wiener space C0pr0, T sq, corresponding to the
definition (1.10). To ease the exposition, we single out the most important step of this
construction which is the construction of the partition function, that is giving a mathe-
matical interpretation for the formal integral (1.15). As mentioned above, we treat the
case of an α-stable noise first, before we turn to more general noises.
The case of an α-stable noise, α PP p1, 2q. Recall the definition (1.8) of the truncated noise
ξ
paq
ω . We define, for a ą 0,
Z
ω,a
T,β :“ 1`
8ÿ
k“1
βk
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătkăT
ż
pRdqk
̺pt,xq
kź
i“1
ξpaqω pdti,dxiq. (2.1)
Since ξ
paq
ω pdti,dxiq is a locally finite signed measure, the only possible issue with the above
definition is the integrability over ti’s and xi’s and summability over k. These conditions
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are not difficult to check and this done in Proposition 3.1. It is also not immediate
from (2.1) that Zω,aT,β is positive (which is a required property for being a partition function),
but this is ensured by Lemma 3.3.
We prove that considering the limit of Zω,aT,β when a Ó 0, we obtain a non-trivial (i.e.
disordered) quantity, provided that α is smaller than a critical threshold. Let us define
αc “ αcpdq “
#
2 if d “ 1, 2 ,
1` 2
d
if d ě 3 . (2.2)
Theorem 2.1. If α P p1, αcq with αc defined in (2.2), there exists an almost surely positive
random variable ZωT,β such that the following convergence
lim
aÑ0
Z
ω,a
T,β “ ZωT,β
holds almost surely and in L1. When d ě 3 and α P rαc, 2q then for all β ą 0 we have
limaÑ0Z
ω,a
T,β “ 0 almost surely.
Remark 2.2. Note that the definitions (1.8) and (2.1) also make sense when α ě 2. In
that case ξ
paq
ω does not converge to a limiting distribution but this does a priori prevent
Zω,aT,β from having a non-trivial limit. Proposition 2.10 below shows that we have in fact
limaÓ0 Z
ω,a
T,β “ 0 for every α P rαc,8q in any dimension d ě 1.
Let us now present the construction of the polymer measure described in (1.10). Re-
call that our objective is to define a probability on the Wiener space C0pr0, T sq which
corresponds to the formal definition (1.10). We proceed in a similar manner as with
the partition function: we first consider a measure on the Wiener space built with the
truncated noise ξ
paq
ω . Let us introduce the following families of functions on C0pr0, T sq
B :“ t f : C0pr0, T sq Ñ R : f measurable and bounded u ,
C :“ t f : C0pr0, T sq Ñ R : f continuous and bounded u ,
Bb :“ t f P B : Supportpfq is bounded u ,
Cb :“ t f P C : Supportpfq is bounded u ,
(2.3)
Given a bounded Borel-measurable function f P B, we define
Zω,aT,βpfq “ Qpfq `
8ÿ
k“1
βk
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătkăT
ż
pRdqk
̺pt,x, fq
kź
i“1
ξpaqω pdti,dxiq. (2.4)
where ̺pt,x, fq is defined by (recall (1.14))
̺pt,x, fq “ ̺pt,xqQ
”
f
`pBtqtPr0,T s˘ ˇˇˇ@i P J1, kK, Bti “ xi ı. (2.5)
The conditional measureQ p ¨ | @i P J1, kK, Bti “ xi q denotes (with some abuse of notation)
the distribution of the process obtained by concatenating independent Brownian bridges
linking pti´1, xi´1q to pti, xiq for i P J1, kK. Note that f ÞÑ ̺pt,x, fq is linear and thus so
is Zω,aT,βp¨q. From Lemma 3.3 below, Zω,aT,βpfq ě 0 when f ě 0 and Zω,aT,βp1q “ Zω,aT,β ą 0. As
a consequence, for any a ą 0, we can define a probability measure Qω,aT,β on C0pr0, T sq by
setting
Qω,aT,β pAq :“
Z
ω,a
T,βp1Aq
Zω,aT,β
, (2.6)
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for any Borel set A. We write Qω,aT,β pfq for the expectation of a function f : C0pr0, T sq Ñ
R with respect to Qω,aT,β. In the same way as for the partition function, we define the
measure QωT,β as the limit of Q
ω,a
T,β when a goes to zero: this requires α ă αc, and the
convergence holds for the weak topology. LetMT denote the space of probability measures
on C0pr0, T sq equipped with the topology of weak convergence.
Theorem 2.3. If α P p1, αcq, there exists a probability measure QωT,β on C0pr0, T sq such
that the following convergence holds almost surely in MT
lim
aÑ0
Qω,aT,β “ QωT,β .
In other words, we have almost surely for every f P C
lim
aÑ0
Qω,aT,βpfq “ QωT,βpfq . (2.7)
Since Zω,aT,βp¨q induces a positive measure on C0pr0, T sq the above statement turns out
to be equivalent to the existence of a positive measure ZωT,β such that for every f P C
lim
aÑ0Z
ω,a
T,βpfq “ ZωT,βpfq . (2.8)
Scaling limit of the discrete model. In order to justify the fact that Qω,aT,β is the natural
model for a continuum polymer based on α-stable noise, let mention here the scaling limit
result which we prove in [8], namely that the discrete polymer model defined in (1.3),
when properly rescaled, converges to the continuum polymer in Le´vy stable noise. We
present the convergence with time horizon T “ 1 (which yields no loss of generality by
scaling) and set Qωpβ :“ Qωpβ,1.
Let S
pNq
t be the linear interpolation of a random walk trajectory, rescaled diffusively:
S
pNq
t :“
c
d
N
´
p1´ utqStNtu ` utStNtu`1
¯
, with ut “ Nt´ rNts. (2.9)
We then have the following convergence result.
Theorem A (cf. [8]). Assume that the distribution of the environment η satisfies (1.5)
for some α P p1, αcq, with αc defined in (2.2). Setting
βN :“ pβ2 1´αα d dp1´αq2 N´ d2α p1` 2d´αq, (2.10)
then we have the following convergence in distribution in M1,
PηN,βN
´
pSpNqt qtPr0,1s P ¨
¯
NÑ8ùñ Qωpβ . (2.11)
Remark 2.4. The prefactor in βN comes from various factors, including the normaliza-
tion of the Brownian motion and the periodicity of the random walk. The above theorem
remains valid slightly beyond the assumption (1.5), one can allow for a slowly varying
function in the tail distribution provided an appropriate correction in the scaling of βN is
made. The analogous result is valid also for α P p0, 1s. We refer to [8] for details.
The case of a general noise. We have focused until now on the case of an α-stable noise
with α P p1, 2q, both because our motivation is to describe the scaling limit for the discrete
polymer model with heavy tailed environment and to make the exposition lighter. Our
result can nonetheless be applied to a much larger variety of noise. Let us consider in this
section a Poisson process ω on Rˆ Rd ˆ R` with density
dtb dxb λpdυq, (2.12)
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where λ is a locally finite measure on p0,8q. One may keep in mind the case λpdυq “
αυ´p1`αqdυ with α P p0, 2q, referred to as α-stable. We define the truncated noise ξpaqω for
a ą 0 similarly to (1.8) (recall that L denotes the Lebesgue measure on Rˆ Rd)
ξpaqω “
´ ÿ
pt,x,υqPω
υ1tυěauδpt,xq
¯
´ κaL (2.13)
where
κa “
ż
ra,1q
υλpdυq, (2.14)
note that we have in particular κa “ 0 for a ě 1. Similarly as above, we have that
the truncated noise ξ
paq
ω converges to a limit ξω P H´sloc with s ă p1 ` dq{2, if and only
if
ş
p0,1q υ
2λpdυq ă 8. Note also that if şp0,1q υλpdυq ă `8, then κ0 ă 8 and the def-
inition (2.13) directly makes sense with a “ 0 so this approximation procedure is not
required. We define, similarly to (2.4), for any f P Bb
Zω,aT,βpfq :“ Qpfq `
8ÿ
k“1
βk
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătkăT
ż
pRdqk
̺pt,x, fq
kź
i“1
ξpaqω pdti,dxiq . (2.15)
The condition that f has a bounded support ensures that everything is well-defined since
the integration is only over a bounded space-time region (see Proposition 3.1 below for
details). We also stress that Lemma 3.3 below ensures that Zω,aT,βpfq ě 0 when f is non-
negative. Given an increasing sequence of positive functions fn P Bb converging to 1, one
sets
Zω,aT,β :“ limnÑ8Z
ω,a
T,βpfnq. (2.16)
Lemma 3.3 also ensures that the above definition does not depend on the choice of fn.
Note that the above definition makes it possible to have Zω,aT,βpfnq “ 8, but this does not
occur provided the following condition is satisfied:ż
r1,8q
plog υqd{2λpdυq ă 8. (2.17)
Proposition 2.5. Under the assumption (2.17), we have Zω,aT,β P p0,8q for any a P p0, 1s.
The condition (2.17) is in fact optimal: it is not difficult to check that if it fails to hold
then our partition function is degenerate.
Proposition 2.6. If the measure λ does not satisfy (2.17) then for any a P p0, 1s we have
Zω,aT,β “ 8 almost surely.
Using the partition function (2.15), we can define a probability measure Qω,aT,β on
C0pr0, T sq in the same way as in (2.6), i.e. setting Qω,aT,βpAq :“ Zω,aT,βp1Aq{Zω,aT,β for any
Borel set A (note that A ÞÑ Zω,aT,βp1Aq defines a locally finite measure on even when (2.17)
is not satisfied). Our main result in this section is that the limit when a goes to 0 is
non-degenerate if λ satisifes the following assumption:#ş
p0,1q υ
2λpdυq ă 8, if d “ 1.ş
p0,1q υ
pλpdυq ă 8 for some p ă 1` 2
d
, if d ě 2. (2.18)
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Theorem 2.7. Under the assumption (2.18), for any f P Bb the limit
lim
aÑ0
Zω,aT,βpfq “ ZωT,βpfq (2.19)
exists almost surely. We have ZωT,βpfq ą 0 if f is non-negative and Qpfq ą 0. Further-
more, if (2.17) also holds then the limit
lim
aÑ0
Zω,aT,β “ ZωT,β (2.20)
exists almost surely, is positive and finite. The convergence holds in L1 if and only ifş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8. Additionally, there exists a probability measure QωT,β on C0pr0, T sq
such that, almost surely, for every f P Cb we have
lim
aÑ0
Qω,aT,βpfq “ QωT,βpfq . (2.21)
If
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8, then (2.21) is true for every f P C.
Remark 2.8. Note that the conditions (2.17)-(2.18) are satisfied when λpdυq “ αυ´p1`αqdυ
for α P p0, αcq. When α P rαc,8q, Proposition 2.10 below establishes that the limit is de-
generate.
Remark 2.9. When (2.17) is not satisfied, it is not difficult to check from our proof that
almost surely, the convergence (2.19) holds simultaneously for all f P Cb, that is Zω,aT,βp ¨ XAq
converges vaguely (as a measure), for any bounded set A.
The condition (2.18), which prevents Zω,aT,βpfq from vanishing as a tends to zero, is close
to optimal. Let us introduce the following alternative and almost equivalent condition$’&’%
ş
p0,1q υ
2λpdυq ă 8, if d “ 1,ş
p0,1q υ
2| logpυq|λpdυq ă 8, if d “ 2,ş
p0,1q υ
1` 2
dλpdυq ă 8, if d ě 3.
(2.22)
Then we prove that the limit is degenerate as soon as (2.22) is violated. In particular
the following result ensures that one cannot define the continuum polymer model whenş
p0,1q υ
2λpdυq “ 8, in which case the noise ξω is itself not well-defined.
Proposition 2.10. If the measure λ does not satisfies (2.22) then for any f P Bb we have
lim
aÑ0
Zω,aT,βpfq “ 0 a.s. (2.23)
If (2.17) also holds, we have limaÑ0Z
ω,a
T,β “ 0.
Note that this result proves the last statement of Theorem 2.1.
Remark 2.11. The difference between the conditions (2.18) and (2.22) when d ě 1 leaves
a small family of Le´vy measure for which it remains an open question whether Zω,aT,β con-
verges to a positive limit or to zero. We do not believe that either condition (2.18) or
(2.22) are optimal. Although refinements of the proofs presented here could most likely
yield slightly finer condition on both sides, finding the necessary and sufficient condition
remains a challenging issue. Even if the condition is not optimal, the | log υ| factor present
in (2.22) is of importance, since it underlines that in dimension d “ 2, in contrast with
the case d “ 1, there are some (atomic) noises for which the continuum polymer (and the
noisy stochastic heat equation see Section 2.3 below) are not defined.
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2.2. Main properties of the Continuum Directed Polymer in Le´vy Noise. Let
us assume throughout the rest of this section that Assumptions (2.17)-(2.18) are satisfied.
We describe under these assumptions a few key properties of our polymer measure. First,
we underline how QωT,β is in some aspects very similar to the Wiener measure and is in
others very singular with respect to it. Then, we provide an explicit expression for the
finite-dimensional marginal density of the measure, via point-to-point partition functions.
Basic properties of the continuum polymer in Le´vy noise. Let us define P ¸ QωT,β the
averaged polymer measure as follows
P¸QωT,βpAq :“ ErQωT,βpAqs . (2.24)
Proposition 2.12. For every f P B we have almost surely
QωT,βpfq “ lim
aÑ0
Qω,aT,βpfq. (2.25)
As a consequence P¸QωT,β is absolutely continuous with respect to Q.
The above proposition, while simple to prove, gives a detailed picture since it implies
that QωT,β almost surely inherits all the almost sure properties of the Brownian motion.
Corollary 2.13. For almost every ω, a trajectory pBtqtPr0,T s has QωT,β-a.s. a modulus of
continuity given by
a
2h logp1{hq: in other words,
QωT,β
ˆ!
ϕ P C0pr0, T sq ; lim sup
hÓ0
sup
06 t6T´h
|ϕpt` hq ´ ϕptq|a
2h logp1{hq “ 1
)˙
“ 1 .
This implies in particular that for any γ ă 1{2, polymer trajectories are QωT,β-a.s. every-
where locally γ-Ho¨lder continuous.
On the other hand we have to mention that QωT,β is very singular with respect to Q,
most strikingly when
ş
p0,1q υλpdυq “ 8. To illustrate this fact, given ϕ P C0pr0, T sq let us
consider ∆pϕ,ωq the set of times at which the graph of ϕ visits points of ω:
∆pϕ,ωq :“ tt P r0, T s : Dυ ą 0, pt, ϕptq, υq P ωu .
Let us set
Adensepωq :“
 
ϕ P C0pr0, T sq : ∆pϕ,ωq is dense in r0, T s
(
,
Aemptypωq :“
 
ϕ P C0pr0, T sq : ∆pϕ,ωq “ H
(
,
A8pωq :“
 
ϕ P C0pr0, T sq : #∆pϕ,ωq “ 8
(
,
(2.26)
Proposition 2.14. Under Assumptions (2.17)-(2.18) the following statements hold.
(i) We have almost surely QpAemptyq “ 1.
(ii) If
ş
p0,1q υλpdυq ă 8 then QωT,βpAemptyq ă 1 and QωT,βpA8q “ 0 a.s.
(iii) If
ş
p0,1q υλpdυq “ 8 we have QωT,βpAdenseq “ 1 a.s.
Point-to-point partition functions and finite dimensional marginals. The aim of this sec-
tion is to give an explicit description of the finite-dimensional marginals of QωT,β. If we
fix 0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tk ď T , then the distribution of pBt1 , . . . , Btkq under Qωβ,T is absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and its density can be expressed using
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the so-called point-to-point partition functions. For any a ą 0, define for all t ą 0 and
x P Rd the partition function from p0, 0q to pt, xq as (recall the definition (1.14))
Z
ω,a
β pt, xq :“ ρtpxq `
8ÿ
k“1
βk
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătkăt
ż
pRdqk
̺pt,xqρt´tk px´ xkq
kź
i“1
ξpaqω pdti,dxiq ,
(2.27)
if the integral is convergent (and set Zω,aβ pt, xq “ 8 if not). The following proposition
shows that the point-to-point partition function of our continuum model — defined as the
limit of Zω,aβ pt, xq when a tends to zero — is well-defined, positive and finite.
Proposition 2.15. Suppose that (2.17) holds, then given a P p0, 1s, t ą 0 and x P Rd we
have almost surely
Z
ω,a
β pt, xq P p0,8q. (2.28)
If (2.18) also holds then given t ą 0 and x P Rd, we have almost surely
Zωβ pt, xq “ lim
aÑ0
Zω,aβ pt, xq , with Zωβ pt, xq P p0,8q . (2.29)
If
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8 then the convergence holds in L1.
For ps, yq P Rˆ Rd, let us define the shifted environment
θps,yqω :“
 pt´ s, x´ y, υq : pt, x, υq P ω(.
Then, we can define for pt1, x1q, pt2, x2q P R ˆ Rd, t1 ă t2 the partition function linking
two arbitrary points:
Z
ω,a
β rpt1, x1q, pt2, x2qs :“ Z
θpt1,x1qω,a
β pt2 ´ t1, x2 ´ x1q . (2.30)
Finally we set
Zωβ rpt1, x1q, pt2, x2qs :“ lim sup
aÑ0
Zω,aβ rpt1, x1q, pt2, x2qs, (2.31)
and we omit the first coordinate in the notation when it is equal to 0. Note that Propo-
sition 2.15, together with translation invariance, shows that for any fixed pt1, x1q pt2, x2q
the lim sup in (2.31) can be replaced by a limit (so the point-to-point partition function
Zωβ rpt1, x1q, pt2, x2qs is almost surely well-defined, positive and finite).
Proposition 2.16. For any 0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tk “ T , the set!
px1, . . . , xkq : @i P J1, kK, Zωβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqs “ lim
aÑ0
Zω,aβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqs
)
has almost surely full Lebesgue measure. Furthermore, the convergence
lim
aÑ0
kź
i“1
Zω,aβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqs “
kź
i“1
Zωβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqs, (2.32)
holds almost surely in L1ppRdqkq. Additionally, the measure QωT,βppBt1 , . . . , Btkq P ¨q is
absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and we have for any bounded
measurable g on pRdqk
QωT,β
`
gpBt1 , . . . Btkq
˘ “ 1
Zωβ,T
ż
pRdqk
gpxq
kź
i“1
Zωβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqsdx . (2.33)
Remark 2.17. For k “ 1 the above proposition states that the density of the distribution
of BT under Q
ω
T,β is given by Z
ω,a
β pT, ¨q{Zω,aβ,T .
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Remark 2.18. Let us stress that in the above proposition, we fix 0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tk “ T
before considering a realization of ω. This an important point since there are exceptional
times for which QωT,βpBt P ¨q admits no density. In fact is not difficult to check that if
pt, x, υq P ω then QωT,βpBt “ xq ą 0.
2.3. Connection with the Stochastic Heat Equation with multiplicative Le´vy
noise. In [2] the continuum directed polymer model with white noise is constructed di-
rectly from the solution of the Stochastic Heat Equation (SHE) with multiplicative Gauss-
ian white noise. It is not possible to proceed in this way with a general Le´vy noise (simply
because the solution is not regular enough) and our approach here is quite different. The
continuum model constructed in Theorem 2.7 bears nonetheless a strong connection with
the SHE with multiplicative Le´vy noise. We discuss here this connection in some more
detail and compare our results with the existing ones concerning the SHE with Le´vy noise.
Our formal definition ZωT,β “ Q
“
:eβHωpBq:
‰
(see (1.12)) corresponds to a Feynman–Kac
formula associated with the following equation
Btu :“ 1
2d
∆u` βξω ¨ u . (2.34)
More precisely, the point-to-point partition function Zωβ pt, xq defined in (2.27) formally
corresponds to the solution of (2.34) with δ0 initial condition. Starting from an arbitrary
initial condition u0 (a locally finite signed measure), the solution of (2.34) should take the
form
upt, xq :“
ż
Rd
Zωβ rp0, yq, pt, xqsu0pdyq . (2.35)
In the case u0pdyq “ g0pyqdy for some bounded and measurable function g0, the fact
that (2.35) is well-defined derives from Proposition 2.16 (in the case k “ 1), combined
with a time-reversal argument giving`
Zωβ rp0, yq, pt, xqs
˘
yPRd
pdq“ `Zωβ rp0, xq, pt, yqs˘yPRd ,
that ensures that Zωβ rp0, ¨q, pt, xqs P L1pRdq almost surely. For the general case where u0
is a measure, we refer to Proposition 2.21 below for the well-posedness of (2.35).
The equation (2.35) has been extensively studied (often under a more general form, see
e.g. [40, 43]). To our knowledge the most complete results concerning the existence of
solutions have been given in [21]. More precisely, in [21] the existence of solutions in the
integral form
upt, xq “
ż
Rd
ρtpx´ yqu0pdyq ` β
ż t
0
ż
Rd
ρt´spx´ yqups, yqξωpds,dyq (2.36)
are obtained under the conditionż
p0,1q
υpλpdυq ă 8 and
ż
r1,8q
υqλpdpυqq ă 8, (2.37)
with p P p0, 1 ` 2
d
q and p2 ` 2
d
´ pq´1 ď q ď p and for u0 “ g0pyqdy with g0 bounded
and measurable. Uniqueness has been established earlier [43] under the more stringent
assumption
ş
p0,8q υ
pλpdυq ă 8 for some p P r1, 1` 2
d
q, which for instance excludes α-stable
noises. Let us stress that the above is a very partial account of the results in [21] since
the existence results deal with a more general class of equations and allows for a wider
variety of noise (it allows for complex jumps and when d “ 1 for a Gaussian white noise
part as well as for space-time inhomogeneities).
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While our assumptions (2.17)-(2.18) are less restrictive than (2.37), we cannot prove
that (2.35) solves the equation (2.36) under these assumptions. However, we can show
that the solution of the equation with a truncated noise converges almost surely when
the truncation levels goes to zero and infinity respectively. Additionally, we keep quite
a large freedom concerning the choice of the initial condition. Let us write this result in
full detail for completeness. We are going to make the following assumption on the initial
condition u0:
lim sup
rÑ8
r´2 log
`|u0|pr´r, rsdq˘ ă 1
2T
(2.38)
where |u0| is the total variation of the measure u0. This condition is present to ensure
that (2.35) is well defined and almost surely finite on the interval r0, T s. For b ą a, let us
introduce ξ
ra,bq
ω the noise truncated at levels a and b
ξra,bqω :“
ÿ
pt,x,υqPω
υ1tυPra,bquδpt,xq ` pκb ´ κaqL . (2.39)
and (setting by convention the quantity to be 8 when the integral is not well-defined)
ura,bqpt, xq :“
ż
Rd
Z
ω,ra,bq
β rp0, yq, pt, xqsu0pdyq , (2.40)
where Z
ω,ra,bq
β rp0, yq, pt, xqs is defined as in (2.27) with ξpaqω replaced by ξra,bqω . By Theo-
rem 1.2.1 in [43], if u0 is absolutely continuous with bounded density w.r.t. to the Lebesgue
measure, then ura,bq is the unique solution (in some reasonable functional space) of (2.36)
(with noise ξ
ra,bq
ω ). We first observe that ura,bq converges when b tends to infinity under
very mild assumptions.
Proposition 2.19. Assume that (2.17) holds, and that u0 satisfies (2.38). Then for any
given t P r0, T s and x P Rd, for any a ą 0
uapt, xq :“
ż
Rd
Zω,aβ rp0, yq, pt, xqsu0pdyq (2.41)
is almost surely finite.
Remark 2.20. When
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8, and for bounded initial conditions, Theorem 1.2.1
in [43] ensures that uapt, xq is the unique solution solution of (2.36). For noise with heavier
tails, uapt, xq should also be a solution of (2.36) and coincide with the solution considered
in [21] whenever it is well-defined. Since this is not the main focus of the paper we do not
include a proof of this statement, which in any case would only provide a minor extension
on the class of noises considered [21] which includes
ş
r1,8q υ
pλpdυq ă 8 for all p ą 0. We
do not have an argument establishing uniqueness in that case.
Let us now present the result. It establishes the convergence of ua when a tends to 0.
While the limit is the natural candidate to be a solution to (2.36) under less restrictive
assumptions than those considered in [21], we could not verify that u solves the equation.
Proposition 2.21. Assume that (2.17)-(2.18) are satisfied. Given u0 a locally finite signed
measure on Rd satisfying (2.38), then for pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ Rd the integral defining upt, xq
in (2.35) is almost surely finite (and well-defined) and we have
lim
aÑ0
uapt, xq “ upt, xq ,
except on a set of Lebesgue measure zero.
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Remark 2.22. When (2.37) is satisfied and the initial condition has a bounded density
w.r.t to the Lebesgue measure, it follows from results of [21] and [43] that u is the solution
of (2.36) constructed in [21, Theorem 3.1].
2.4. Further discussion on the results. Let us now comment further on our results,
and explain how they compare with the literature, how they can be extended and what
interesting open questions remain to be solved.
Scaling properties in the case of α-stable Le´vy noise. Let us come back further on the case
of the α-stable noise, that is when λpdυq “ αυ´p1`αqdυ, with α P p0, 2q. We have already
seen that in that case Assumptions (2.17)-(2.18) are satisfied provided that α P p0, αcq, so
Theorem 2.7 and more importantly (2.21) holds, so that QωT,β is well-defined. Now, notice
that in the α-stable case the Poisson point process ω has the following scaling property
ω
pdq“ tprt, sx, prsdq1{αυq; pt, x, υq P ωu for any r, s ą 0. Using additionally the Brownian
scaling, one can then check that the continuum polymer in α-stable Le´vy environment
satisfies the following scaling property: if α P p0, αcq, for all r ą 0
QωT,β
pdq“ Qω
rT,r´ζβ
, with ζ “ d
2α
p1` 2
d
´ αq . (2.42)
SHE with Le´vy noise: advantages and disadvantages of our method. Let us now compare
our Proposition 2.21 with the results of Chong [21]. First of all, as we already stressed in
Section 2.3, our Proposition 2.21 gives a weaker notion of solution to the SHE (2.34) than
existence of solutions in the integral form (2.36), as proven in [21]. Additionally, Chong’s
results allows to deal with a larger class of integral equations
Y pt, xq “ Y0pt, xq `
ż t
0
ż
Rd
Gpt, x; s, yqσpY ps, yqqMpds,dyq , (2.43)
where: (i) M is a noise that can include a white noise part when d “ 1 and a (signed) pure
jump component; (ii) σ is a globally Lipschitz function; (iii) Gpt, x, s, yq is measurable and
dominated by a constant times the heat kernel ρt´spx´ yq.
We have presented our results in the case where M “ ξω (i.e. has no white noise
component and only positive jumps), σpY q “ Y and Gpt, x; s, yq “ ρt´spx ´ yq. Let us
now present the advantages of our method, and in which directions it can be generalized.
a) First and foremost, our method enables us to make sense of Feynman–Kac formulas
containing a functional f of the Brownian Motion, that is Zωβ pfq (see Theorem 2.7-(2.19)).
This is something absolutely required to be able to define the continuum model.
b) Our tail assumptions (2.17)-(2.18) on the Le´vy measure are less restrictive than
those (2.37) which are used in [21]. In particular our method allows to treat the integra-
bility issues at 0 and 8 separately. Note also that in view of Propositions 2.6 and 2.10,
our assumptions (2.17)-(2.18) are close to being optimal.
c) We are able to deal with more singular initial conditions than in [21]. For the
application we have in mind, it is of the utmost importance to be able to deal with Dirac
initial condition, which corresponds to the point-to-point partition function Zωβ pt, xq and
appears to be excluded in [21].
d) We can easily adapt our proof to the case of an arbitrary kernel ρt (in particular,
not only the ones dominated by Gaussians), but this would require to adapt the con-
ditions (2.18)-(2.17) In particular, we could replace the Laplacian ∆ with more general
operators. For instance, in dimension 1, we could replace the Brownian Motion by a Le´vy
process, see the paragraph below for further discussion.
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e) At first glance, dealing with a non-negative globally Lipschitz function σ (instead of
σpY q “ Y ) does not seem to be an issue. However, we refrain from being too assertive
here since there may be some unexpected technical issues.
f) To conclude, we stress that maybe the most problematic part would be to extend our
results to a more general noise. In particular, our method does not allow to deal with gen-
eral complex (or signed) noise: the issue essentially arises in the proof of Proposition 4.1,
which shows that pZω,aβ qaPp0,1s is uniformly integrable (if
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8); all the other
points extend quite easily. In view of our techniques (in particular Sections 4.3-4.4), this
appears to be manageable in dimension d “ 1, but it is possibly more problematic in
dimension d ě 2 (the truncation we use is based on a multi-body functional that needs to
be adapted in the case of a complex or signed noise). Similarly, in accordance with the
literature on directed polymer models, adding a white-noise component should be feasible
in dimension d “ 1, but it is likely that in dimension d ě 2 it would make the limit
degenerate (in analogy with the SHE with multiplicative white noise in dimension d “ 2,
see [20, 33]).
Applications of our method to other disordered systems. Our method appears robust
enough to be adapted to the setting of other models with heavy-tail disorder. In par-
ticular, in analogy with [18], one should be able to consider several (discrete) models, and
construct their continuum counterpart with Le´vy noise. This includes for instance:
(A) the p1 ` dq-dimensional long-range directed polymer, see [23, 46] for the case of
dimension d “ 1, where the underlying random walk pSnqně0 is in the γ-stable
domain of attraction, with γ P p0, 2q;
(B) the disordered pinning model, see [31] for an overview (it has been studied in [37]
in the case of a heavy-tail noise).
We could also consider other disordered models, such as the copolymer model (see [30,
Ch. 6] for an overview and [13, 15] for the question of the scaling limit) or the random field
Ising model (see [14, Ch. 7] for an overview and [18] for the question of the scaling limit).
We however chose to focus on the two examples (A)-(B) above, which might provide
a sufficient illustration on how general our construction is. In both cases (A) and (B)
we only briefly present the models and discuss how the assumptions (2.17)-(2.18) have
to be adapted to ensure the convergence of the partition function. In order to be fully
understood, the discussion below requires to be familiarized with the proof of our main
result. It can be thus be skipped during the first reading.
(A) The continuum p1 ` dq-dimensional long-range directed polymer in Le´vy noise. The
idea is to replace in the definitions the Brownian motion pBtqtě0 by a d-dimensional γ-
stable process pXtqtě0 with γ P p0, 2q, that we suppose centered and isotropic for simplicity.
More precisely, we can define, analogously to (2.1), the partition function
Zω,aβ,long :“ 1`
8ÿ
k“1
βk
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătkăT
ż
pRdqk
kź
i“1
ρ
pγq
ti´ti´1pxi ´ xi´1q
kź
i“1
ξpaqω pdti,dxiq , (2.44)
where ρ
pγq
t pxq is the transition kernel of our γ-stable process, and is defined by
ρ
pγq
t pxq :“
1
p2πqd
ż
Rd
e´t}z}
γ
cospx ¨ zqdz.
While ρ
pγq
t does not admit a closed expression, its assymptotic properties are well known
(see for instance [42]). It is a bounded radial function and has the the following asymptotic
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behavior
ρ
pγq
1 pxq „ cd,γ}x}´pd`γq , as }x} Ñ 8 . (2.45)
The scaling relation ρ
pγq
t pxq “ t´d{γρ1pt´1{γxq also implies that }ρpγqt }8 “ c1d,γt´d{γ .
Now let us discuss under which condition on the Le´vy measure λ the partition function
in (2.44) remains finite. Note first that if
ş
r1,8q υλpυq ă 8, then we have ErZω,aβ,longs ă 8
from Lemma 3.1 (or rather its straightfoward adaptation to this case) and a discussion
is necessary only for the integrability of heavier-tailed noises. In analogy with (2.17), we
want to make sure that the weight of Poisson points with large intensity is compensated
by the cost of making a long jump to visit them, which by (2.44) is of order }x}´pd`γq.
Hence we need a condition that ensures that
sup
 
υp1` }x}q´pd`γq : pt, x, υq P ω, t P r0, T s( ă 8. (2.46)
We should require in fact a bit more than (2.46) but not much more (we opt not to stretch
the discussion any further) and we believe a condition that ensures that Zω,aβ,long ă 8 and
thus replaces (2.17) in this case isż
r1,8q
υqλpdυq ă 8 for some q ą d
d`γ . (2.47)
On the other hand, the condition (2.18) prevents the possible accumulation of small
weights that would make the limiting partition function degenerate. It is intimately related
to the local limit behavior of ρ
pγq
t pxq at small times, more precisely to
ş
Rd
pρpγqt pxqq2dx
which by scaling is equal to t´d{γ
ş
Rd
pρpγq1 pxqq2dx. In analogy with (2.18), a (near-optimal)
condition that ensures that limaÑ0Z
ω,a
β,long is non-degenerate should therefore beż
p0,1q
υpλpdυq ă 8 , for some p ă min `1` γ
d
, 2
˘
. (2.48)
We therefore conjecture that if (2.47)-(2.48) hold, then the partition function Zω,aβ,long
defined in (2.44) converges a.s. to a non-degenerate limit and that one can construct a con-
tinuum measure corresponding to the p1` dq-dimensional long-range directed polymer in
Le´vy noise. Let us stress that in the case of an α-stable noise (i.e. λpdυq “ αυ´p1`αqdυ),
the conditions (2.47)-(2.48) translate into the condition 1
γ
ă α ă min `1 ` d
γ
, 2
˘
. Addi-
tionally, in analogy with Theorem A, the continuum long-range directed polymer model
in α-stable noise should appear as the scaling limit of the long-range directed polymer
model, defined as in (1.2) with a random walk pSnqně0 in the domain of attraction of a
γ-stable law and heavy tailed disorder satisfying (1.5).
(B) The continuum disordered pinning model in Le´vy noise. The disordered pinning model
describes a renewal process τ “ tτ0 “ 0, τ1, τ2, . . .u on N (representing contact points)
interacting with an inhomogeneous defect line. In the case of a heavy tailed environment
pηxqxPN, it is convenient to write the partition function of the model as follows, see [37]:
Z
η
N,β,h :“ E
” Nź
n“1
eh1tnPτu
`
1` βηn1tnPτu
˘ı
, (2.49)
where h in an additional (homogeneous) pinning parameter. A standard (and natural)
assumption in the literature is that Ppτ1 “ nq “ p1`op1qqcn´p1`γq as n goes to infinity, for
some γ ą 0. Under this assumption, if γ P p0, 1q, then the set of contact points τ Xr0, N s,
properly scaled, converges to what is called the regenerative set of index γ. This leads
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us to make the following definition for the truncated partition function of the continuum
disordered pinning model: for β ą 0 and h P R,
Zω,aβ,h,pin :“ 1`
8ÿ
k“1
βk
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătkă1
kź
i“1
uγpti ´ ti´1q
kź
i“1
pξpaqω ` hLqpdtiq , (2.50)
where uγptq :“ cγt´p1´γq is the transition kernel of the regenerative set of index γ.
Here, no condition analogue to (2.17) is needed to keep Zω,aβ,h,pin a.s. finite, since there
is no spatial dimension. On the other hand, in analogy with (2.18), in view of the form
uγptq “ cγt´p1´γq and since there is no spatial dimension, a (near-optimal) condition that
ensures that limaÑ0Z
ω,a
β,h,pin is non-degenerate should therefore beż
p0,1q
υpλpdυq ă 8 , for some p ă min ` 1
1´γ , 2
˘
. (2.51)
Hence, we conjecture that if (2.51) holds, the partition function Zω,aβ,h,pin defined in (2.44)
converges a.s. to a non-degenerate limit, and that one can construct a continuum measure
corresponding to the disordered pinning model in Le´vy noise. In the case of an α-stable
noise (i.e. λpdυq “ αυ´p1`αqdυ), the condition (2.51) translates into α ă min ` 1
1´γ , 2
˘
,
which corresponds to the disorder relevance condition found in [37] (where the roles of γ
and α are exchanged). Additionally, in analogy with Theorem A, the continuum pinning
model in α-stable noise should then appear as the scaling limit of the disordered pinning
model defined above in (2.49) and heavy tailed disorder satisfying (1.5).
Other open questions. To conclude this section, we present a brief list of interesting open
questions.
a) A first question that we already raised is that of considering a more general noise.
We leave as an open problem the issue of adding a white-noise component to the noise ξω.
More precisely, show on one hand that in dimension d “ 1 the partition function converges
to a non-degenerate limit and define a continuum polymer model with such noise. On the
other hand, show that in dimension d ě 2, the white-noise makes the partition function
degenerate in the limit.
b) Another natural question is that of the Lp convergence in Theorem 2.7. It is natural
to expect some Lp convergence to hold, but this appears to be technically challenging. We
leave as an open problem to show that, if
ş
p0,1q υ
pλpdυq ă 8 for some p ă minp1 ` 2
d
, 2q
and
ş
p0,1q υ
qλpdυq ă 8 for some q ě 1, then Zω,aβ,T converges to Zωβ in Lminpp,qq.
c) To conclude, let us mention an important and challenging question. In the case of an
α-stable noise, we have treated the case α ă αc “ minp1 ` 2d , 2q; in particular, αc ă 2 in
dimension d ě 3. It would then be an interesting question to investigate the case α “ αc,
called marginal (in particular in the case where αc ă 2, since marginal behavior may
depend on αc). In analogy with other marginally relevant disordered systems (see [19] in
the context of scaling limits), one would then expect Zaβ,T to grow as a power of | log a| as
a Ñ 0. A a first step would be to identify, in the case α “ αc, an exponent ν ą 0 such
that pZω,aT,β{| log a|νqaPp0,1s is tight. A more ambitious goal would then be to prove that
Zω,aT,β ´ c| log a|ν , when properly renormalized, converges in law to a random distribution.
2.5. Organisation of the rest of the paper. Let us briefly present how the rest of the
paper is organized, and outline the ideas of the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.7.
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• In Section 3 we present preliminary results concerning the partition function with
truncated noise Zω,aT,β that are needed in the rest of the paper. We prove in particular its
well-posedness (Proposition 3.1), its positivity (Lemma 3.3, which provides an important
alternative representation for the partition function), and a martingale property (under
suitable integrability condition, see Lemma 3.5). We also give an enlightening representa-
tion of the size-biased law of the environment (i.e. its law biased by the partition function,
see the definition (3.13)) and we recall Mecke’s multivariate equation for Poisson point
processes, which is used throughout the paper.
• In Section 4, we prove our main result, that is, Theorem 2.7 (Theorems 2.1 and 2.3
being only particular cases). The proof needs to be decomposed in several steps, a de-
tailed account of which is given in Section 4.1. Most of the proofs of this section can be
adapted to control the point-to-point partition function, and thus we prove along the way
Proposition 2.15 and Proposition 2.19.
• In Section 5, we study the cases where the limiting partition function degenerates
either to zero or infinity, that is we prove Proposition 2.6 and Proposition 2.10.
• In Section 6, we prove the various properties of the continuum directed polymer in
Le´vy noise that are gathered in Section 2.2, that is Proposition 2.12, Proposition 2.14 and
Proposition 2.16.
• In Section 7, we prove our statement concerning the convergence of the solution of
the SHE with truncated noise, Proposition 2.21.
Finally, we collect in the appendix several technical results that are used along the paper.
Notational warning. For simplicity we assume in the rest of the paper that T “ 1, and
we drop the dependence in T in all notations.
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Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the Marie Sk lodowska-
Curie grant agreement No 837793. Q.B. acknowledges the support of ANR grant SWiWS
(ANR-17-CE40-0032-0).
3. Preliminaries: some properties of Zω,aβ
We let |ξpaqω | denote the total variation associated with the locally finite signed measure
ξ
paq
ω defined in (2.13), and we let
X
k :“  t “ pt1, . . . , tkq P Rk : 0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tk ă 1(,
denote the open simplex.
3.1. Well-posedness. Our first task is to check that our definitions Zω,aβ in (2.1) and
Z
ω,a
β pfq in (2.15) are well posed. This is given by the following result.
Proposition 3.1. For any choice of locally finite λ, for any f P Bb, the function ̺pt,x, fq
defined on XkˆpRdqk is almost surely integrable with respect to the product measure |ξpaqω |bk.
Moreover we almost surely have, for any β ą 0,
8ÿ
k“0
βk
ż
XkˆpRdqk
̺pt,x, fq
kź
i“1
|ξpaqω |pdti,dxiq ă 8 . (3.1)
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If µ :“ şr1,8q υλpdυq ă 8, then ̺pt,xq is integrable and
8ÿ
k“0
βk
ż
XkˆpRdqk
̺pt,xq
kź
i“1
|ξpaqω |pdti,dxiq ă 8 . (3.2)
Furthermore, we have for all f P Bb
@ a P p0, 1s, E“Zω,aβ pfq‰ “ eβµQpfq . (3.3)
Proof. Let us start with the case
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8. It is sufficient to check that the
expectation of the l.h.s. in (3.2) is finite. Now using the definition (2.13) for ξ
paq
ω we have
on Xk ˆ pRdqk,
E
”
bki“1|ξpaqω |pdti,dxiq
ı
“
´ż
ra,8q
υλpdυq ` κa
¯k kź
i“1
dtidxi .
Letting Ca :“
ş
ra,8q υλpdυq ` κa ă 8, we therefore get that
E
«ż
XkˆpRdqk
̺pt,xq
kź
i“1
|ξpaqω |pdti,dxiq
ff
“ Cka
ż
XkˆpRdqk
̺pt,xq
kź
i“1
dtidxi “ C
k
a
k!
.
This implies both the convergence of the integral and the summability in k.
The fact that ErZω,aβ pfqs “ eβµQpfq directly follows from the definition (2.1) and
Fubini, using that
śk
i“1 ξ
paq
ω pdti,dxiq has mean pµLqbk.
Now let us prove (3.1) when
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq “ 8. For this we first consider a truncated
version of the noise to place ourselves back in the integrable case, and then let the trunca-
tion threshold go to infinity. This procedure is going to be used repeatedly in the paper.
For b ą a, recall the definition (2.39) of ξra,bqω . Using the assumption f P Bb, we let M ą 0
be such that fpϕq “ 0 if }ϕ}8 ěM . Then ̺pt,x, fq “ 0 if maxki“1 }xi}8 ěM . Therefore
there exists b0pM,ωq such that for every b ą b0, the restriction of ξpaqω on r0, 1sˆr´M,M sd
coincides with that of ξ
ra,bq
ω . Hence it is sufficient to show that (3.1) holds for ξ
ra,bq
ω for
every b ą 1, which we can do by repeating the proof of (3.2). 
Remark 3.2. Notice that we have the analogous result for the point-to-point partition
function Zω,aβ pt, xq. For any x P Rd, the function ̺pt,xqρt´tk px ´ xkq is almost surely
integrable on Xk ˆ r´M,M sk for any M ą 0 with respect to the product measure |ξpaqω |,
and it is integrable on Xk ˆ pRdqk if şr1,8q υλpdυq ă 8. We also have
@ a P p0, 1s, E“Zω,aβ pt, xq‰ “ eβµtρtpxq. (3.4)
3.2. The partition function Zω,aβ as a sum. Let us now present an alternative expres-
sion for Zω,aβ , from which it will be clear that Z
ω,a
β is positive. We let Pr0,T spωq denote the
set of finite collections of points in ω whose time coordinates belong to the interval r0, T s.
When T “ 1 we simply write Ppωq. We define similarly Pr0,T spωpaqq and Ppωpaqq the sets
of finite collections of points in ωpaq. For σ P Ppωq we let |σ| denote its cardinality and we
use the notation pti, xi, uiq|σ|i“1 to denote the points in σ ordered in increasing time. Given
a ą 0 we define the following weight function wa,βpσq on Ppωq
wa,βpσq :“ e´βκaβ|σ|̺pt,xq
|σ|ź
i“1
ui1tuiěau . (3.5)
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Let us stress here that wa,β puts a positive weights only on elements of Ppωpaqq. By
convention, we say that the empty set belongs to Ppωq and we set
wa,βpHq :“ e´βκa .
Similarly, for any f P B, we define
wa,βpσ, fq :“ e´βκaβ|σ|̺pt,x, fq
|σ|ź
i“1
ui1tuiěau,
wa,βpH, fq :“ e´βκaQpfq.
(3.6)
Let Ekpσq denote the collection of k space-time points which include pti, xiq|σ|i“1 and no
other space-points of the Poisson process, that is
Ekpσq :“ tpt,xq P Xk ˆ pRdqk : tpti, xiquki“1 X πpωq “ πpσqu, (3.7)
where π denote the projection on the first two coordinates. The following lemma shows
that wa,βpσq corresponds to the contribution to the partition function of the integral over
the disjoint unions of Ekpσq, k ě |σ|. It’s proof is an exercise: we give the details in
Appendix A.1.
Lemma 3.3. For any f P B, and any given σ P Ppωq we have
wa,βpσ, fq “
ÿ
kě|σ|
βk
ż
Ekpσq
̺pt,x, fq
kź
i“1
ξpaqω pdti,dxiq, (3.8)
(when σ “ H the term k “ 0 in the sum is by convention equal to Qpfq). As a consequence,
given a ą 0, β ą 0, and f P Bb we have
Zω,aβ pfq “
ÿ
σPPpωq
wa,βpσ, fq . (3.9)
In particular Zω,aβ pfq ą 0 if f ě 0 and Qpfq ą 0. Also, by monotone convergence, recalling
the definition (2.16) we have
Zω,aβ “
ÿ
σPPpωq
wa,βpσq . (3.10)
Let us stress that the representations (3.9) and (3.10) are valid without any assumption
on the intensity measure λ, since all the terms in the sums are positive, but it may be the
case that both sides of (3.10) are infinite.
Remark 3.4. Similarly, for the point-to-point partition function, the following identity
holds
Z
ω,a
β pt, xq “
ÿ
σPPr0,tspωq
wa,βpσ, pt, xqq , (3.11)
with wa,βpσ, pt, xqq :“ e´βκaβ|σ|̺pt,xqρt´tk px´ xkq
ś|σ|
i“1 ui1tuiěau, as long as the r.h.s. is
finite. Note that by Fubini’s theorem this gives that, for any a ą 0ż
Rd
Zω,aβ pt, xqdx “ Zω,aβ,t . (3.12)
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3.3. Martingale property. In the case
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8, the convergence of Zω,aβ pfq
as a Ó 0 is an immediate consequence of the following observation.
Lemma 3.5. Let F “ pFaqaPp0,1s be the filtration where Fa is the σ-field generated by ωpaq.
If the measure λ satisfies µ :“ şr1,8q υλpυqdυ ă 8, then the following processes are (time-
reversed) martingales for the filtration F :
‚ pZω,aβ pfqqaPp0,1s for any f P B, and in particular pZω,aβ qaPp0,1s;
‚ pZω,aβ pt, xqqaPp0,1s for any pt, xq P R˚` ˆ Rd.
The mean of these martingales are ErZω,aβ pfqqs “ eβµQpfq and ErZω,aβ pt, xqs “ eβµtρtpxq.
Moreover, if g is a bounded measurable function of ϕ and ω and gpϕ,ωq is Fa0-measurable
for every ϕ, then
`
Zω,aβ pgp¨, ωqq
˘
aPp0,a0s is a (time-reversed) martingale.
Proof. Using the expression (2.15) (or (2.27) for the point-to-point partition function),
the result follows from the fact that the sequence of measures pśki“1 ξpaqω pdti,dxiqqaPp0,1s
on Xk ˆ pRdqk is a martingale. Indeed for b ă a6 1 we have
E
„ kź
i“1
ξpbqω pdti,dxiq ´
kź
i“1
ξpaqω pdti,dxiq
ˇˇˇ
Fa

“
kÿ
i“1
E
„´ i´1ź
j“1
ξpbqω pdtj,dxjq
¯
pξpbqω ´ ξpaqω qpdti,dxiq
´ kź
j“i`1
ξpaqω pdtj,dxjq
¯ ˇˇˇ
Fa

“ 0,
where in the last equality we used that by construction pξpbqω ´ ξpaqω qpdti,dxiq is of zero av-
erage, independent of Fa and conditionnaly independent of
śi´1
j“1 ξ
pbq
ω pdtj,dxjq. The proof
for a random function follows the same line, using that ̺pt,x, gp¨, ωqq if Fa0 measurable
for all t and x. 
Since Zω,aβ ě 0, this directly implies in the case
ş
r1,8q υλpυqdυ ă 8 that limaÓ0 Zω,aβ
exists almost surely. We will show that if additionally assumption (2.18) holds, the mar-
tingale is uniformly integrable.
Remark 3.6. In the case
ş
r1,8q υλpυqdυ “ 8, we will consider the truncated partition
function Z
ra,bq
β pfq defined as in (2.4) but with ξpaqω replaced by the truncated noise ξra,bqω
defined in (2.39) — this corresponds to considering the intensity measure λp0,bqpdυq :“
1tυăbuλpdυq. Then, for any b ą 0, Lemma 3.5 shows that pZra,bqβ pfqqaPp0,bs is a martingale.
3.4. A representation for the size-biased measure. When µ :“ şr1,8q υλpυqdυ ă 8,
since
Z
ω,a
β :“ e´βµZω,aβ
is non-negative and of average one, one can define an alternative measure rPaβ for the
environment, defined by rPaβpω P Aq :“ E“Zω,aβ 1ωPA‰ . (3.13)
The measure rPaβ is often referred to as the size-biased measure — the probability of
an event is biased by the “size” of the partition function. Convenient representations
of the size-biased measure have been given for directed polymers [11, Lemma 1] and
similar models such as branching random walks (see [44, Ch. 4] and references therein) or
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the disordered pinning model [37, § 5.2]. The size-biased measure for all these models is
obtained by tilting the distribution of the environment along a randomly chosen trajectory.
The result we present below is a strict analog in a continuous setup.
We let P1a be the distribution of a Poisson point process ω1a on r0, 1sˆR` whose intensity
is dt b βυ1tυěauλpdυq, (that is dt b βαυ´α1tυěaudυ in the α-stable case) and we recall
that Q is the distribution of a standard Brownian motion. We then introduce the random
set of points pωpω, ω1a, Bq in Rˆ Rd ˆ R` defined bypω :“ ω Y  pt, Bt, υq : pt, υq P ω1a( . (3.14)
Then, the distribution of ω under the measure rPaβ can be described as follows.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that µ :“ şr1,8q υλpυqdυ ă 8. Then with the notation defined
above, for any measurable bounded function g we haverPaβ rgpωqs “ Pb P1a bQ “gppωpω, ω1a, Bqq‰ (3.15)
In other words, the distribution of ω under rPaβ is obtained by adding to the original point
process an independent Poisson process of intensity dt b βυ1tυěauλpdυq drawn on the
trajectory a Brownian Motion.
The proof, though elementary, requires some cumbersome computation. We present it
in Appendix A.2 for completeness.
3.5. An important tool: Mecke’s multivariate equation. Let us recall here a classi-
cal formula for Poisson point processes which we will repeatingly use in our computations.
It is a particular case of Mecke’s multivariate equation (see e.g. [38, Theorem 4.4]).
Proposition 3.8. Given λ a sigma-finite measure on X, and ω a Poisson point process
with intensity λ, then for any k P N and any measureable function g : Xk Ñ R` such that
gpx1, . . . , xkq “ 0 as soon as xi “ xj for some i ‰ j then
E
„ ÿ
px1,...,xkqPωk
gpx1, . . . , xkq

“
ż
Xk
gpx1, . . . , xkqλbkpdx1, . . . ,dxkq. (3.16)
Of course we are going to apply this formula for the Poisson process ω. In our appli-
cations we mostly deal with sums running on subsets of ω whose cardinality is not fixed,
see the expression (3.10) for the partition function above. Hence, in practice, the formula
we will use is rather
E
„ ÿ
kě1
ÿ
px1,...,xkqPωk
gkpx1, . . . , xkq

“
ÿ
kě1
ż
Xk
gkpx1, . . . , xkqλbkpdx1, . . . ,dxkq, (3.17)
where gk is a sequence of positive functions on X
k.
4. Convergence of the partition function and of the measure: proof of
Theorem 2.7
4.1. Organization of the section. The proof of the theorem is going to be decomposed
in several steps. Let us provide the full detail of this decomposition before going to the
core of the proof.
First step. Our first and main task is to prove the convergence of the partition function
under the additional assumption
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8.
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Proposition 4.1. If the measure λ satisfies
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8 and (2.18), then the mar-
tingale pZω,aβ qaPp0,1s is uniformly integrable. As a consequence there exists Zωβ such that
the convergence
lim
aÑ0
Zω,aβ “ Zωβ
holds almost surely and in L1.
Since from Lemma 3.5 we know that pZω,aβ qaPp0,1s is a positive martingale , it is sufficient
to show that pZω,aβ qaPp0,1s is uniformly integrable. Our strategy consists in considering a se-
quence of approximation p pZω,aβ,q qqě1 of Zω,aβ , obtained by somehow restricting the partition
function to “not-too-large” weights. We choose our restriction so that two key properties
are satisfied
(A) For large q’s, pZω,aβ,q is a good approximation of Zω,aβ in L1, uniformly in a.
(B) For any q, p pZω,aβ,q qaPp0,1s is bounded in L2.
We refer to Section 4.2 for a more detailed description of this strategy, which is then
implemented in Section 4.3 in dimension d “ 1 and in Section 4.4 in dimension d ě 2,
where the restriction strategy is more subtle.
Notice that from Lemma 3.3 (in particular (3.10)), we have that Zω,aβ pfq ď }f}8Zω,aβ for
any f P B. Hence an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.1 is the following.
Corollary 4.2. If the measure λ satisfies
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8 and (2.18), then for every
f P B the martingale pZω,aβ pfqqaPp0,1s is uniformly integrable, and the following convergence
holds almost surely and in L1
lim
aÑ0
Zω,aβ pfq “ Zωβ pfq.
Second step. Our second task is to prove Proposition 2.5 and use it to prove the following
lemma (which corresponds to (2.19)-(2.20)).
Lemma 4.3. Under the assumption (2.18), for every f P Bb the following convergence
holds almost surely
lim
aÑ0Z
ω,a
β pfq “ Zωβ pfq .
Furthermore if (2.17) also holds then
lim
aÑ0
Zω,aβ “ Zωβ P p0,8q . (4.1)
This is done in Section 4.5. Along the way we also prove Proposition 2.19, and the first
part of Proposition 2.15, that is (2.28).
Third step. Our third task, which is crucial to for the convergence ofQω,aβ , is to ensure that
the limiting partition function is positive (let us record the statement as a proposition).
Proposition 4.4. If λ satisfies (2.18), then for any non-negative f P Bb with Qpfq ą 0,
we have almost surely
ZωT,βpfq ą 0. (4.2)
As a consequence, if λ satisfies (2.17)-(2.18) then we have almost surely
ZωT,β P p0,8q . (4.3)
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Fourth step. Finally we will complete the proof of Theorem 2.7 by proving the convergence
of Qω,aβ . Note that Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 4.4 imply for any given f P B the almost
sure convergence of Qω,aβ pfq. Hence we will only need to prove tightness.
Proposition 4.5. If λ satisfies (2.18)-(2.17), the family of measures pQω,aβ qaPp0,1s is tight
for the topology of convergence in probability.
The reader can then check that combining all the statements above yields the complete
proof of Theorem 2.7.
Let us finally comment on how the proof of the second part of Proposition 2.15 (the
convergence (2.29) to a positive limit) is completed. We simply need to show that Propo-
sition 4.1 and Proposition 4.4 (that is Equation (4.3)) remain valid for the point-to-point
partition function. Since the proofs are nearly identical we will point at the end of the
various proofs which modifications are required, when there are any.
4.2. A uniform integrability criterion. As outlined above, our proof of uniform inte-
grability is going to rely on a second moment computations. This requires to overcome
some subtleties since the second moment of Zω,aβ is infinite for every a ą 0. We follow
an approach similar to the one used in [5] for the proof of the convergence of Gaussian
Multiplicative Chaos. We look for a family of restrictions of the partition functions which
is bounded in L2 but does not produce any loss of mass at infinity. Let us summarize our
approach in the form of a proposition.
Proposition 4.6. Consider pXaqaPp0,1s a collection of positive random variables. Assume
that there exists X
pqq
a a sequence of approximation of Xa, indexed by q ě 1, which satisfies:
pAq lim
qÑ8 supaPp0,1s
E
“|Xpqqa ´Xa|‰ “ 0 ;
pBq sup
aPp0,1s
E
“pXpqqa q2‰ ă 8 for every q ě 1.
Then pXaqaPp0,1s is uniformly integrable.
Proof. We may write, for any M ą 0 and a ą 0,
E
“|Xa|1t|Xa|ąMu‰6E“|Xpqqa ´Xa|‰` E“pXpqqa q2‰1{2P`|Xa| ąM˘1{2,
where we have used Cauchy–Schwarz inequality for the second term. Applying Markov’s
inequality and taking the supremum over a P p0, 1s, we therefore get
sup
aPp0,1s
E
“|Xa|1t|Xa|ąMu‰6 sup
aPp0,1s
E
“|Xpqqa ´Xa|‰
`M´1{2 sup
aPp0,1s
E
“pXpqqa q2‰1{2 sup
aPp0,1s
Er|Xa|s1{2 .
The first term can be made smaller than ε{2 by choosing q sufficiently large. Then once q is
fixed, we can make the second term smaller than ε{2 by choosingM large (our assumptions
imply that pXaqaPp0,1s is bounded in L1). 
Our idea is now to apply Proposition 4.6 to variables X
pqq
a which are obtained by consid-
ering the sum of the weights wa,βpσq on a strict subset of Ppωq (recall the representation
of Zω,aβ in Lemma 3.3).
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4.3. Proof of Proposition 4.1 in dimension d “ 1. The case d “ 1 gives us the
occasion to apply Proposition 4.6 with a relatively simple setup. In this case, the only
thing that prevents Zω,aβ from being bounded in L2 are the large values of ui. The modified
partition function obtained by ignoring these points in the Poisson point process ω turns
out to be bounded in L2. The idea is thus to apply Proposition 4.6 for partition functions
with truncated environment, taking X
pqq
a “ Zω,ra,qqβ (recall the definition in (2.40)). We
then prove the following.
Proposition 4.7. Suppose that λ satisfies µ :“ şr1,8q υλpdυq ă 8 and that (2.18) holds.
For every d ě 1, we have
lim
qÑ8 supaPp0,1s
E
”
Zω,aβ ´ Zω,ra,qqβ
ı
“ 0. (4.4)
Moreover, when d “ 1, we additionally have that for every q ě 1
sup
aPp0,1s
E
”`
Z
ω,ra,qq
β
˘2ı ă 8. (4.5)
These statements imply that both requirement of Proposition 4.6 are satisfied and
therefore that pZω,aβ qaPp0,1s is uniformly integrable and converges in L1. As can be checked
from the proof, (4.5) is false when d ě 2 and in that case we will need a more subtle
restriction for the set of trajectories (developed in the next subsection). While the latter
restriction also covers the d “ 1 case, the proof presented in this section is considerably
simpler, and may prepare the reader for the more involved proof in dimension d ě 2.
Additionally note that (4.4) is valid when d ě 2; it will be used in Section 4.4.
Proof of Proposition 4.7. To compute the expectation in (4.4) we use Proposition 3.8:
recalling the definition (3.5) of wa,βpσq, we obtain
E
”
Zω,aβ ´ Zω,ra,qqβ
ı
“ E
„ ÿ
σPPpωq
wa,βpσq1tDiPJ1,|σ|K, uiěqu

“
ÿ
kě1
βk
ż
XkˆpRdqkˆp0,8qk
1 
max
1ďiďk
uiěq
(̺pt,xqdtdx kź
i“1
ui1tuiěauλpduiq. (4.6)
Note that the integral in x and t readily simplifies since we have (recall that ρtpxq is a
probability density) ż
pRdqk
̺pt,xqdx “ 1 and
ż
Xk
dt “ 1
k!
. (4.7)
Hence, denoting µ :“ şr1,8q υλpdυq and µq :“ şrq,8q υλpdυq, the r.h.s. of (4.6) is equal toÿ
kě1
βk
k!
ż
ra,8qk
1 
max
1ďiďk
uiěq
( kź
i“1
uiλpduiq
“
ÿ
kě1
βk
k!
«ż
ra,8qk
kź
i“1
uiλpduiq ´
ż
ra,qqk
kź
i“1
uiλpduiq
ff
“
ÿ
kě1
βk
k!
”
pκa ` µqk ´ pκa ` µqqk
ı
“ eβpκa`µq ´ eβpκa`µqq. (4.8)
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Hence we have
E
”
Zω,aβ ´ Zω,ra,qqβ
ı
“ eβµ ´ eβµq , (4.9)
which does not depend on a, and converges to 0 as q Ñ 8 (notice that this is true even
for d ě 2). To check (4.5), set Aq :“ tpti, xi, uiqki“1 : @i P J1, kK, ui ď qu. By Lemma 3.3
we have
E
”`
Z
ω,ra,qq
β
˘2ı “ E„ ÿ
σ1,σ2PPpωq
wa,βpσ1qwa,βpσ2q1Aq pσ1q1Aqpσ2q

. (4.10)
In order to facilitate the of use Mecke’s multivariate equation (Proposition 3.8) we set
ς “ σ1 X σ2 and ςi “ σi z ς for i “ 1, 2. (4.11)
By removing the constraint that u6 q on ξi, we obtain
E
”
p pZω,aβ,q q2ı ď E„ ÿ
ς1,ς2,ςPPpωq disjoints
wpς1 Y ςqwpς2 Y ςq1Aq pςq

. (4.12)
Now we can apply Proposition 3.8. To do so, we split the sum according to the cardinality
of ς (“ tpti, xi, uiqumi“1), and also according to the number of points in ς1 and ς2 in each of
the intervals pti´1, tiq, i P J1,m ` 1K (t0 “ 0 tm`1 “ 1). After factorizing we obtain that
the r.h.s. in (4.12) is equal to
ÿ
mě0
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătmă1
ż
pRdqm
ż
ra,qqm
βm
mź
i“1
u2i zβ,a
`pti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiq˘2
´ż
Rd
zβ,a
`ptm, xmq, p1, xq˘dx¯2 mź
i“1
dtidxiλpduiq, (4.13)
where zβ,a
`pt, xq, pt1, x1q˘ is the expected value of the point-to-point partition function for
the polymer in the environment ωpaq. With the convention s0 “ t, sℓ`1 “ t1 and y0 “ x,
yℓ`1 “ x1, it is given by
zβ,appt, xq, pt1, x1qq :“ e´βκapt1´tq
„
ρt1´tpx1 ´ xq
`
8ÿ
ℓ“1
βℓ
ż
tăs1ă¨¨¨ăsℓăt1
ż
pRdqℓ
ż
ra,8qℓ
ℓ`1ź
j“1
ρsj´sj´1pyj ´ yj´1q
ℓź
j“1
dsjdyjvjλpdvjq

. (4.14)
To see that (4.13) holds, observe that expanding all the products we obtain a sum over
the indices m (standing for the number of points in ς) and ℓ
p1q
i , ℓ
p2q
i (we need two indices
to expand z2β,a) which stands for the number of points of ς1 and ς2 in the time interval
pti´1, tiq (the term ρt1´tpx1 ´ xq in (4.14) corresponding to ℓ “ 0). The expression of
zβ,appt, xq, pt1, x1qq simplifies after integration over all intermediate variables
zβ,appt, xq, pt1, x1qq
“ e´βκapt1´tqρt1´tpx1 ´ xq
8ÿ
ℓ“0
rβpκa ` µqpt1 ´ tqsℓ
ℓ!
“ eβµpt1´tqρt1´tpx1 ´ xq. (4.15)
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Reinjecting this into (4.13) and performing the integral over ui P p0, qq instead of ra, qq
— this yields an upper bound which is uniform in a —, we obtain that
E
”
p pZω,aβ,q q2ı ď ÿ
mě0
´
βe2βµVq
¯m ż
XmˆpRdqm
̺pt,xq2dxdt , (4.16)
where we also used that pş
Rd
ρ1´tmpx´xmqdxq2 “ 1, and defined Vq :“
ş
p0,qq υ
2λpdυq ă 8
(recall (2.18)). Now using the definition (1.13) of ρtpxq, we haveż
Rd
pρtpxqq2dx “ 2´dpπtq´d{2 . (4.17)
Hence, in dimension d “ 1 we can conclude that
E
”
p pZω,aβ,q q2ı ď ÿ
mě0
´
2´1π´1{2βe2βµVq
¯m ż
Xm
mź
i“1
dti?
ti ´ ti´1 . (4.18)
To conclude, it is sufficient to observe that the radius of convergence of the series
am “
ż
Xm
mź
i“1
dti?
ti ´ ti´1 6 a
1
m :“
ż
Xm
m`1ź
i“1
dti?
ti ´ ti´1 “
Γp1{2qm`1
Γppm` 1q{2q
(with tm`1 “ 1) is infinite, so that the r.h.s. of (4.18) is finite for every value of q. 
Remark 4.8. In the case of the point-to-point partition function Zω,aβ pt, xq, one uses
X
pqq
a “ Zω,ra,bqβ pt, xq instead of Zω,ra,bqβ and the representation (3.11) instead of (3.10) to
compute the first an second moment. The proof is carried out in an identical manner as
above, replacing ̺pt,xq with ̺pt,xqρt´tk px´ xkq (whose integral on pRdqk is ρtpxq). The
main difference is in (4.16) where there is an extra ρt´tmpx´xmq2 in the last integral. An
easy induction on m yields thatż
pRdqm
̺pt,xq2ρt´tmpx´ xmq2dx “
e´}x}2{t
π
m`2
2
śm`1
i“1
?
ti ´ ti´1
(4.19)
This leads us to having a1m instead of am in the series (4.18) (with an extra tm if t ‰ 1)
and does not change the conclusion.
4.4. Proof of Proposition 4.1 in dimension d ě 2. The proof of the previous section
cannot apply to higher dimension. From a purely technical point of view the reason for
this is that the r.h.s. of (4.17) is not integrable in t when d ě 2, making the r.h.s. of (4.18)
infinite.
To circumvent this problem we need to refine our selection of trajectories. As the
divergence in (4.17) comes from small values of t, we want to add a restriction that
forbids favorable sites to have an abnormaly high concentration in a small time frame.
Our selection scheme presents some formal analogy and was inspired by the multibody
techniques used in [7, 32] in the very different context of disordered pinning models at
marginality.
Fine tuning our parameters, under the assumption (2.18) we find a restriction of the
trajectories based on this idea which allows to apply Proposition 4.6.
Remark 4.9. An alternative proof of the uniform integrability of Zω,aβ for d ě 2 was
brought to our attention by C. Chong. Once (4.4) has been proven, it is sufficient to show
that
sup
aPp0,1s
E
”
pZω,ra,qqβ qp
ı
ă 8 , (4.20)
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for some p ą 1 (the conclusion of Proposition 4.6 remains valid, using Ho¨lder’s inequality
instead of Cauchy–Schwarz). This last bound can be extracted from [43] after observing
that Z
ω,ra,qq
β is the solution at time 1 and coordinate 0 of the Stochastic Heat Equation with
initial condition u0 ” 1. To extend this argument to the point-to-point partition function,
some more care is required since in this case one has to consider the solution of the SHE
with Dirac initial condition (not treated in [43]) but the argument should in principle also
work.
However, our argument presents a few advantages. Firstly, it does not rely on any
tool of stochastic integration and only marginally on the properties of the heat-kernel:
it is therefore easily adaptable to the context of other disordered systems presented in
Section 2.4. Also, our proof of Theorem A in [8] relies on a similar strategy and we believe
that the proof in the continuum setup (which is much simpler than that in the discrete
one) could be of use for potential readers of [8].
A finer restriction of the set of trajectories. Let us now consider the restriction of the
partition function to “good trajectories” σ. Thanks to assumption (2.18), we can fix some
p P p1, 1 ` 2
d
q with p ă 2 such that şp0,1q υpλpdυq ă 8. We then fix for the rest of this
section a parameter γ ą 0 which satisfies
d´ 2
2p2´ pq ă γ ă
1
p´ 1
`
i.e. γpp´ 1q ă 1 and d
2
´ γp2´ pq ă 1˘. (4.21)
The assumption p P p1, 1` 2
d
q entails that γ “ d{2 is always a valid choice, but we prefer to
write the two separate conditions we have on γ to make the requirements more transparent.
Then, for any q ě 1, we define Bq as
Bq :“
"
σ P Ppωq : @σ1 Ă σ,
|σ1|ź
j“1
u1j ă q|σ
1|
|σ1|ź
j“1
pt1j ´ t1j´1qγ
*
(4.22)
where t1 and u1 is used to denote the coordinates of time ordered points in σ1 (with t10 “ 0
by convention). We set in this section.pZω,aβ,q :“ ÿ
σPPpωq
wa,βpσq1Bqpσq. (4.23)
Note that σ P Bq implies in particular that ui ď q for i P J1, |σ|K and hence pZω,aβ,q ď pZω,ra,qqβ .
Now, Theorem 2.1 is a consequence of Propositions 4.10 and 4.11 below (which allow to
control respectively the first and second moment of pZω,aβ,q ) and of Proposition 4.6.
Proposition 4.10. Assuming that γ ă 1
p´1 we have
lim
qÑ8 supaPp0,1s
E
”
Zω,aβ ´ pZω,aβ,q ı “ 0 . (4.24)
Proposition 4.11. Assuming that γ ą d´2
2p2´pq , for every q ě 1 we have
sup
aPp0,1s
E
”` pZω,aβ,q ˘2ı ă 8 . (4.25)
The proof of Propositions 4.10 and 4.11 are technically more involved than that of
Proposition 4.7. This is in particular because the restriction Bq produces an integral that
does not factorize as well as the one obtained when only Aq is considered. We first need
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to introduce some technical bounds on some type of multivariate integrals which appear
in our first and second moment computations respectively.
Technical preliminaries: an upper bound on multivariate integrals. The following upper
bounds are the key ingredients in the proof of Proposition 4.10 and 4.11 as they allow
to control the multivariate integrals produced by the application of Mecke’s multivariate
equation (Proposition 3.8).
Lemma 4.12. Assume that
ş
p0,1q υ
pλpdυq ă 8 for some p P p1, 2q and also that şr1,8q υλpdυq ă
8. Then for any q ě 1 there is a constant cq, verifying limqÑ8 cq “ 0, such that for every
m ě 1 and every h P p0, 1q, we haveż
p0,qqm
1 śm
j“1 ujěh qm
( mź
i“1
uiλpduiq ď 1
p´ 1
pcqqmh1´p
pm´ 1q!
“
logp1{hq‰m´1 . (4.26)
In particular, for any 0 ă ε ă p´ 1, we haveż
p0,qqm
1 śm
j“1 ujěh qm
( mź
i“1
uiλpduiq ď pcq{εq
m
p´ 1 h
1´p´ε . (4.27)
Lemma 4.13. Assume that
ş
p0,1q υ
pλpdυq ă 8 for some p P p1, 2q. Then for any q ě 1
there is a constant Cq such that for every m ě 1 and every h P p0, 1q, we haveż
p0,qqm
1 śm
j“1 ujďh qm
( mź
i“1
u2i λpduiq ď h2´p pCqqm
mÿ
ℓ“1
p2´ pq´ℓ
pm´ ℓq!
“
logp1{hq‰m´ℓ . (4.28)
In particular, for any 0 ă ε ă 2´ p, we haveż
p0,qqm
1 śm
j“1 ujďh qm
( mź
i“1
u2iλpduiq ď
pCq{εqm
2´ p´ ε h
2´p´ε . (4.29)
For both lemmas, the idea is to compare the integrals with some integrals with respect
to the Lebesgue measure: we postpone to the Appendix the proof of the two following
claims (presented as Propositions B.1 and B.2 respectively).
Claim 1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.12, there exists a constant cq verifying
limqÑ8 cqq1´p “ 0 such thatż
p0,qqm
1 śm
j“1 ujěh qm
( mź
i“1
uiλpduiq ď pcqqm
ż
p0,2qqm
1 śm
j“1 ujěh qm
( mź
i“1
u
´p
i dui . (4.30)
Claim 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.13, there exists a constant Cq such thatż
p0,qqm
1 śm
j“1 ujďh qm
( mź
i“1
u2i λpduiq ď pCqqm
ż
p0,qqm
1 śm
j“1 ujďh qm
( mź
i“1
u
1´p
i dui . (4.31)
Proof of Lemma 4.12. Thanks to (4.30), we only have to prove that for any h P p0, 1qż
p0,2qqm
1 śm
j“1 ujěh qm
( mź
i“1
u
´p
i dui6
h1´p
p´ 1
p2qqp1´pqm
pm´ 1q!
“
logp1{hq‰m´1 . (4.32)
and then set cq :“ 2cqq1´p (which verifies limqÑ8 cq “ 0). First of all, notice that by a
change of variable v “ u{2q it is sufficient to prove (4.32) only in the case 2q “ 1. We set,
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for all h P p0, 1q,
pkphq :“ pp´ 1qhp´1
ż
p0,1qk
1 śi
j“1 ujěh
( kź
i“1
u
´p
i dui .
By a direct calculation, we have p1phq “ 1 ´ hp´16 1 for all h P p0, 1q, which gives the
result for m “ 1. Then we can proceed by induction. Integrating with respect to the value
of u1 and using the change of variable v “ logpu1{hq, we obtain
pk`1phq “ hp´1
ż 1
h
u
´p
1
ˆ
h
u1
˙1´p
pkph{u1qdu1 “ h
ż logp1{hq
0
pkpe´vqdv.
From this and p1phq ď 1 we easily obtain by induction that for all h P p0, 1q
pkphq ď 1pk ´ 1q! plogp1{hqq
k´1 ,
which proves (4.32). To obtain (4.27) from (4.26), we just observe that for any t ą 0 and
any k ě 0, we have kplogp tε
k
q ` 1q6 tε, so that we get
tk ď eεt
ˆ
k
eε
˙k
6 k! eεtε´k, (4.33)
where we also used that k! ě pk{eqk for all k ě 0. Applying this to t “ logp1{hq and
k “ m´ 1, we get the bound (4.27). 
Proof of Lemma 4.13. Similarly to Lemma 4.12, thanks to (4.31) we only have to prove
that for any h P p0, 1qż
p0,qqm
1 śm
j“1 ujďh qm
( mź
i“1
u
1´p
i dui ď h2´p qp2´pqm
mÿ
ℓ“1
p2´ pq´ℓ
pm´ ℓq!
“
logp1{hq‰m´ℓ . (4.34)
Again, by a change of variable it is sufficient to prove (4.34) only in the case q “ 1. We
set, for all h P p0, 1q,
rpkphq :“ hp´2 ż
p0,1qk
1 śk
j“1 ujďh
( kź
i“1
u
1´p
i dui,
and a direct calculation gives that rp1phq “ p2 ´ pq´1, which yields the result for m “ 1.
For the induction step, decomposing according to whether u16h or u1 ą h, we get that
rpk`1phq “ hp´2
«ż h
0
u
1´p
1 du1
ˆż 1
0
v1´pdv
˙k
`
ż 1
h
u
1´p
1
ˆ
h
u1
˙2´p rpkph{u1qdu1
ff
“
ˆ
1
2´ p
˙k`1
` h
ż logp1{hq
0
rpkpe´vqdv,
where we also used a change of variable v “ logpu1{hq for the last identity. From this we
easily obtain by induction that
rpkphq ď kÿ
ℓ“1
p2´ pq´ℓ
pk ´ ℓq! plogp1{hqq
k´ℓ ,
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which is the desired result. Now, to obtain (4.29) from (4.26), we use the inequality (4.33)
with t “ logp1{hq to get that for any 0 ă ε ă 2´ p
mÿ
ℓ“1
p2´ pq´ℓ
pm´ ℓq!
“
logp1{hq‰m´ℓ ď kÿ
ℓ“1
ˆ
ε
2´ p
˙ℓ
ε´kh´ε ď ε
2´ p` ε ε
´kh´ε. (4.35)
This concludes the proof of (4.29). 
Proof of Proposition 4.10. Note that as we have already proven (4.4), it is sufficient to
prove that
lim
qÑ8 supaPp0,1s
E
”
Z
ω,ra,qq
β ´ pZω,aβ,q ı “ 0 (4.36)
Decomposing over the cardinality of σ, using Proposition 3.8 as in (4.6) and integrating
over the space variable (recall (4.7)) we obtain
E
”
Z
ω,ra,qq
β ´ pZω,aβ,q ı “ e´βκa ÿ
kě0
βk
ż
Xkˆra,qqk
1BAqpt,uq
kź
i“1
uiλpduiqdti . (4.37)
Here, with some abuse of notation, we identified BAq and its image by the projection
pt,x,uq ÞÑ pt,uq; note that Bq does not involve the space variable. To estimate the above
integral, we use a union bound for 1pBqqApt,uq. When the value of k is fixed we have
1pBqqApt, uq ď
kÿ
m“1
ÿ
16 i1ă¨¨¨ăim 6 k
1!śm
ℓ“1 uiℓěqm
śm
ℓ“1ptiℓ´tiℓ´1qγ
).
With this done, we can perform first the integral with respect to uj and tj for j R
ti1, . . . , imu: summing over the number of points ki that can be fitted between two points
iℓ ă iℓ`1, we obtain after factorization that the r.h.s. in (4.37) is smaller than
e´βκa
ÿ
mě1
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătmă1
ż
ra,qqm
βm1 śm
i“1 uiěqm
śm
i“1pti´ti´1qγ
(
ˆ
mź
i“0
˜ 8ÿ
ki“0
βki
ż
tiătpiq1 ă¨¨¨ătpiqki ăti`1
ż
ra,qqki
kiź
j“1
u
piq
j λpdupiqj qdtpiqj
¸
mź
i“1
uiλpduiqdti , (4.38)
where we used the convention t0 “ 0 and tm`1 “ 1. Now we can compute explicitly each
term of the product in the second line above (as in (4.8)). Replacing q by 8 in the domain
of integration, which yields an upper bound and makes the computation simpler, we get,
recalling that
ş
ra,8q uλpduq “ κa ` µ,
8ÿ
ki“0
βki
ż
tiătpiq1 ă¨¨¨ătpiqki ăti`1
ż
ra,8qki
kiź
j“1
u
piq
j λpdupiqj qdtpiqj “ eβpκa`µqpti`1´tiq.
The product of these terms gives a factor eβpκa`µq and we therefore get the inequality
E
”
Z
ω,ra,qq
β ´ pZω,aβ,q ı
ď eβµ
ÿ
mě1
ż
Xmˆra,qqm
βm1 śm
i“1 uiěqm
śm
i“1pti´ti´1qγ
( mź
i“1
uiλpduiqdti , (4.39)
The r.h.s. in (4.39) can be bounded above using Lemma 4.12. More specifically we use
(4.27) to bound the integral over ui, setting a to 0 to obtain an upper bound that does
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not depend on a. We fix ε small enough so that γpp ` ε ´ 1q ă 1 (recall that we have
γpp ´ 1q ă 1 by assumption) and by (4.27) we obtainż
ra,qqm
1 śm
i“1 uiěqm
śm
i“1pti´ti´1qγ
( mź
i“1
uiλpduiq6 pcq{εq
m
p´ 1
mź
i“1
pti ´ ti´1qγp1´p´εq . (4.40)
We therefore obtain that (4.39) is smaller than
eβµ
p´ 1
ÿ
mě1
`
βcq{ε
˘m ż
Xm
mź
i“1
pti ´ ti´1qγp1´p´εqdti
“ e
βµ
p´ 1
ÿ
mě1
`
βcq{ε
˘m Γp1´ γpp` ε´ 1qqm
Γpmp1´ γpp` ε´ 1qq ` 1q , (4.41)
where in the last equality we used that γpp` ε´ 1q ă 1. The sum in the r.h.s. of (4.41) is
finite for any value of q ě 1, and can be made arbitrarily small by choosing q large (with
ε and γ fixed), since Lemma 4.12 ensures that the constant cq goes to 0 as q Ñ 8. 
Proof of Proposition 4.11. We have
E
”` pZω,aβ,q ˘2ı “ E„ ÿ
σ1,σ2PPpωq
wa,βpσ1qwa,βpσ2q1Bqpσ1q1Bqpσ2q

. (4.42)
We use again the notation ς “ σ1Xσ2 and ςi “ σizς. Let us relax the condition σ1, σ2 P Bq
to obtain something which is easier to handle in the computation. Formally the divergence
of the second moment of the (unrestricted) partition is obtained when integrating the
contribution of the environment at the points in the replica intersection σ1Xσ2, hence we
should not be loosing too much if we restrict our constraint to ς. With this in mind, we
set
Dq “
!
ς “ pti, xi, uiq|ς|i“1 : max
16 i6 |ς|
ui ă q ,
|ς|ź
i“1
ui6 q
|ς|
|ς|ź
i“1
pti ´ ti´1qγ
)
.
and observe that
E
”
p pZω,aβ,q q2ı ď E„ ÿ
ς1,ς2,ςPPpωq disjoints
wa,βpς1 Y ςqwa,βpς2 Y ςq1Dqpςq

. (4.43)
Using again Proposition 3.8 as in (4.13) and using (4.14) to integrate over all the variables
associated with ξ1 and ξ2 we obtain
E
„ ÿ
ς1,ς2,ςPPpωq disjoints
wa,βpς1 Y ςqwa,βpς2 Y ςq1Dqpςq

“
ÿ
mě0
βm
ż
XmˆpRdqmˆra,8qm
1Dqpt,x,uq̺pt,xq2
mź
i“1
u2iλpduiqdtidxi . (4.44)
Now integrating over x and using (4.17), we obtain that the r.h.s. above is equal toÿ
mě0
´
2´dβπ´d{2
¯m ż
Xmˆra,qqm
1 śm
i“1 uiďqm
śm
i“1pti´ti´1qγ
( mź
i“1
dti
pti ´ ti´1qd{2
u2iλpduiq .
(4.45)
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To estimate the integral over u1, . . . , um, we use (4.29) in Lemma 4.13. We integrate over
p0, qq to get an upper bound which is uniform in a. We fix ε such that d
2
´p2´p´ εqγ ă 1
(recall that d
2
´ p2´ pqγ ă 1 by assumption) and by (4.29) we obtainż
ra,qqm
1 śm
i“1 uiďqm
śm
i“1pti´ti´1qγ
( mź
i“1
u2i λpduiq ď
pCq{εqm
2´ α´ ε
mź
i“1
pti ´ ti´1qγpp´2`εq .
Reinjected in (4.45), this yields
E
”` pZω,aβ,q ˘2ı ď ÿ
mě0
`
2´dβπ´d{2Cq{ε
˘m
2´ p´ ε
ż
Xm
mź
i“1
dti
pti ´ ti´1q d2´pp´2`εqγ
. (4.46)
To conclude we just need to show that the above sum is finite. To check this, we simply
observe that, thanks to the fact that d
2
´ γp2´ p´ εq ă 1, the integral in t is equal to
Γp1´ pp ´ 2` εqγ ` d{2qm
Γpmr1´ pp ´ 2` εqγ ` d{2s ` 1q ,
and that the corresponding series in m has an infinite radius of convergence. 
Remark 4.14. For the proof of Propositions 4.10-4.11 in the case of the point-to-point
partition function Zω,aβ pt, xq, we need to slightly change the definition of Bq to take care of
the end point, setting
Bq :“
!
σ P Ppωq : @σ1 Ă σ,
|σ1|ź
j“1
u1j ă q|σ
1|
|σ1|`1ź
j“1
pt1j ´ t1j´1qγ
)
,
with the convention that t1|σ1|`1 “ t. For the proof of Proposition 4.10, there is an ad-
ditional term ρtpxq in (4.37), coming from the integration of ̺pt,xqρt´tk px ´ xkq over
the space variable, but the main difference comes in (4.40) when applying Lemma 4.12.
The computation in (4.41) is different (we have the integral of
śm`1
i“1 pti ´ ti´1qγp1´p´εq
over Xm after scaling by t if t ‰ 1) but the conclusion is identical. For the proof of
Proposition 4.11, there is an additional term ρt´tmpx ´ xmq2 in (4.44). We proceed as
in (4.19) when integrating on x1, . . . , xm and this yields only an extra multiplicative term
Ce´}x}2{tpt ´ tmq´d{2. Then, the integral in (4.46) is different (we have the integral ofśm`1
i“1 pti ´ ti´1q´
d
2
`γpp´2`εq over Xm) but this does not change the conclusion.
4.5. Finiteness of partition functions. We are going to prove here simultaneously
Proposition 2.5, the first part of Proposition 2.15, (2.28) and Proposition 2.19. Note that
the fact that Zω,aβ and other partition functions are positive is a direct consequence of
the rewriting given in (3.10). It remains to prove that under assumption (2.17) they are
almost surely finite. This is the following statement.
Proposition 4.15. If (2.17) is satisfied, then for every u0 satisfying (2.38) (with T “ 1)
we have for any t P r0, 1s, almost surelyż
Rd
Zω,aβ pt, xq|u0|pdxq ă 8 . (4.47)
In particular the cases u0 “ δx and u0pdxq “ dx respectively give
Zω,aβ pt, xq ă 8 and Zω,aβ ă 8. (4.48)
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Remark 4.16. Proposition 2.5 and (2.28) are direct consequences of (4.48). Proposi-
tion 2.19 also follows by observing that by time reversal and translation invariance we
have the following identity in distributionż
Rd
Zω,aβ rp0, yq, pt, xqsu0pdyq
pdq“
ż
Rd
Zω,aβ pt, y ´ xqu0pdyq
and thus we just need to apply the result to u0 translated by x.
Proof of Proposition 4.15. For σ “ pti, xi, uiq|σ|i“1 P Ppωq (with tk 6 1), we define
Hpσq :“
|σ|ÿ
i“1
}xi ´ xi´1}2
ti ´ ti´1 and Gpσq :“
|σ|ÿ
i“1
logpuiq . (4.49)
The quantity Hpσq and Gpσq corresponds roughly to the cost and gains at the exponential
level to visit all the points in σ. We refer to Hpσq as the entropy of the path. Our
statement is an almost direct consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 4.17. If (2.17) holds, for any fixed ε ą 0, we have almost surely
T pωq :“ sup
σPPpωq
 
Gpσq ´ ε
2
Hpσq( ă 8. (4.50)
We postpone the proof of this lemma and first deduce the proposition from it.
Using the representation (3.10) of the partition function (recall that ωpaq denote the set
of points in the environment with intensity larger than a) and applying Lemma 4.17, we
can write for t ď 1
eβκaZω,aβ pt, xq “
ÿ
σPPr0,tspωpaqq
β|σ|eGpσq̺pt,xqρt´tk px´ xkq
ď
ÿ
Pr0,tspωpaqq
β|σ|eT `
ε
2
Hpσq
|σ|ź
i“1
̺pt,xqρt´tk px´ xkq
“ eT
ÿ
σPPr0,tspωpaqq
´ β
p1´ εqd{2
¯|σ| |σ|`1ź
i“1
ρt´tk px´ xkq`
2πpti ´ ti´1q{p1´ εq
˘d{2 e´p1´εq }xi´xi´1}
2
2pti´ti´1q ,
so that setting ε1 “ ε{p1´ εq and assuming ε ă 1{2
e´T Zω,aβ pt, xq6 e´βκa
ÿ
σPPr0,tspωq
p2d{2βq|σ|̺pp1` ε1qt,xqρp1`ε1qpt´tkqpx´ xkq . (4.51)
By Mecke’s formula (Proposition 3.8) we conclude that
E
„
e´T pωq
ż
Rd
Zω,aβ pt, xqu0pdxq

ď eβr2d{2λpra,8qq´κas
ż
Rd
ρp1`ε1qtpxqu0pdxq . (4.52)
Using assumption (2.38) on u0 and fixing ε
1 sufficiently small so that ρp1`ε1qtpxq is in-
tegrable w.r.t. |u0| (recall t6T “ 1), we get that (4.52) is finite. This proves thatş
Rd
Z
ω,a
β pt, xqu0pdxq ă 8 almost surely finite thanks to Lemma 4.17. 
Proof of Lemma 4.17. First of all, notice that if σ “ pti, xi, uiq|σ|i“1 has a point with ui ă 1,
then by removing this point from σ we obtain a set σ1 with (strictly) smaller entropy
Hpσ1q ă Hpσq and (strictly) higher energy Gpσ1q ą Gpσq. In the supremum, we therefore
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can restrict ourselves to points pt, x, υq P ω with υ ě 1. Let us now separate points
according to their intensity. For each k ě 1 we define
ωk :“
 pt, x, υq P ω : t P r0, 1s and log υ P rek´1, ekq( ,
and we let πpωkq be its projection on the first two coordinates. Note that the πpωkq’s are
independent Poisson processes on r0, 1s ˆ Rd with respective intensity λkdtb dx, where
λk :“ λ
`“
exppek´1q, exppekq˘˘ .
One can then easily see that our assumption (2.17) is equivalent to havingÿ
kě1
λke
dk
2 ă 8 . (4.53)
Our proof is based on the following statement, proven below.
Lemma 4.18. Fix θ P `1, 1` 1
d
˘
and let K ą 0 be arbitrary. Let Ak,n be the event that
there exists a path of n points in ωk whose entropy is smaller than Kn
θek, i.e.
Ak,n “
ď
σPPpωkq, |σ|“n
 
Hpσq6Knθek( .
Then, assuming (2.17), we have
ř
k,n PpAk,nq ă 8.
Given σ, we let nkpσq denote the number of points that the path displays in ωk. We have
Gpσq ď
8ÿ
k“1
eknkpσq. (4.54)
We let k0pωq, n0pωq be such that Ak,n holds for every k ě k0 (for every n), and for every
n ě n0 (for every k). For every k, we have
nkpσq ď pK´1Hpσqe´kq1{θ ` n01tkďk0u. (4.55)
and in particular nkpσq “ 0 for k ě 1`maxpk0, logpK´1Hpσqqq. This yields
Gpσq ď
k0ÿ
k“1
ekn0 ` pK´1Hpσqq1{θ
tlogpK´1Hpσqquÿ
k“0
ekpθ´1q{θ
ď Cpωq ` p1´ e 1´θθ q´1K´1Hpσq .
Since K is arbitrary, fixing K ě 2
ε
p1´ep1´θq{θq´1 yields that Gpσq6Cpωq` ε
2
Hpσq almost
surely, which concludes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 4.18. Let us start with the case n “ 1. Using that Hpσq ě }x}2 if σ “
pt, x, υq is reduced to one point (recall t6 1), we get that A1,k Ă
Ť
pt,x,υqPωkt}x}26Keku;
in other words, if A1,k is verified then there is a point in ωk within a distance
?
Kek{2 from
the origin. The probability of A1,k is therefore smaller than a constant times K
d{2ekd{2λk
and this is summable over k thanks to (4.53). The case n “ 2 can be treated similarly.
When n ě 3, let σ “ pti, xi, uiqni“1 be a path of points in ωk staisfying our event, i.e.
Hpσq6Knθek. We make the two following claims.
Claim 1. The path cannot venture too far:
max
iPJ1,nK
}xi} ď
?
Knθ{2ek{2 . (4.56)
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Claim 2. There are three consecutive points in our path in a relatively small cylinder:
there exists i P J1, n ´ 2K satisfying
ti`2 ´ ti ď 4
n´ 2 and }xi`1 ´ xi}
2 ` }xi`2 ´ xi´1}2 ď 16Kn
θek
pn´ 2q2 . (4.57)
Before proving the two claims (4.56)-(4.57), let us use them to conclude the proof
of Lemma 4.18. We can cover r0, 1s ˆ r´?Knθ{2ek{2,?Knθ{2ek{2sd with a collection of
CKn
1`d overlapping cylinders (of the type rt, t ` 8
n´2 s ˆ rx, x ` 8n´2
?
Knθ{2ek{2sd for
a collections of t’s distant by 4
n´2 and of x’s distant by
4
n´2
?
Knθ{2ek{2). Thanks to
the above claims, if Ak,n is verified then there exists some path σ P Ppωq of length n
satisfying (4.56)-(4.57), meaning that at least one of the constructed cylinders contains
three points in πpωkq. By a union bound, since each cylinder is of area bounded by
C 1Kn
d
2
θ´pd`1qekd{2, we therefore get that
PpAk,nq6CKn1`d ˆ
´
C 1Kn
d
2
θ´pd`1qekd{2λk
¯3
6C2K
`
λke
kd{2˘3n 3d2 θ´2pd`1q .
We conclude simply by observing that this upper bound is summable over k and n, thanks
to (4.53) and since 3d
2
θ ´ 2pd` 1q ă ´1
2
pd` 1q thanks to our choice θ ă 1` 1
d
.
The first claim (4.56) just follows by observing that the entropy of the path is larger
than }xi}2{ti ě }xi}2 for every i P J1, nK. For the second claim (4.57), we observe that we
have
řn´2
i“1 pti`2 ´ tiq ď 2, which means that setting
I :“
!
i P J1, n´ 2K, ti`2 ´ ti ď 4
n´ 2
)
,
we have |I| ě n´2
2
. We also have, by definition of I,ÿ
iPI
}xi`1 ´ xi}2 ` }xi`2 ´ xi`1}2 ď 4
n´ 2
ÿ
iPI
}xi`1 ´ xi}2
ti`1 ´ ti `
}xi`2 ´ xi`1}2
ti`2 ´ ti`1 ď
8Hpσq
n´ 2 .
Then (4.57) is simply a consequence of the fact that the smallest element of the sum is
smaller than the average and that Hpσq6Knθek. 
4.6. Proof of Lemma 4.3. We now adapt Proposition 4.1 to prove the convergence of
Zω,aβ pfq and Zω,aβ without the condition
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8, i.e. we prove Lemma 4.3.
Recall the definition (2.39) and set for f P B
Z
ω,ra,bq
β pfq :“ 1`
8ÿ
k“1
βk
ż
XkˆpRdqk
̺pt,x, fq
kź
i“1
ξra,bqω pdti,dxiq . (4.58)
Note that Proposition 4.1 (or rather Corollary 4.2), applied to the measure λb defined by
λbpAq “ λpAX r0, bqq (4.59)
automatically yields the following convergence of Z
ω,ra,bq
β pfq.
Corollary 4.19. Under the assumption (2.18), for any f P B and any fixed b ě 1 we have
that pZω,ra,bqpfqqaPp0,1s is a uniformly integrable time-reversed martingale. The following
convergence therefore holds almost surely and in L1:
lim
aÑ0
Zω,ra,bqpfq “ Zω,r0,bqβ pfq .
Note also that we have ErZω,ra,bqpfqs “ eβµbQpfq for all a P p0, 1s, with µb :“
ş
r1,bq υλpdυq.
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We now prove the convergence of Zω,aβ pfq for f P Bb. Repeating the argument from
the proof of Proposition 3.1, there exists b0pω, fq such that for b ě b0, we have Zω,aβ pfq “
Z
ω,ra,bq
β pfq for every a P p0, 1s. Thus we have, from Corollary 4.19,
lim
aÑ0
Zω,aβ pfq “ Zω,r0,b0qβ pfq.
The positivity follows from Proposition 4.4 proven below. It only remains to prove that
limaÑ0Z
ω,a
β exists and is finite when (2.17) also holds. This is a consequence of the
following statement, valid for any ε ą 0,
lim
bÑ8
P
´
sup
aPp0,1s
`
Zω,aβ ´ Zω,ra,bqβ
˘ ą ε¯ “ lim
bÑ8
sup
b1ąb
P
´
sup
aPp0,1s
`
Z
ω,ra,b1q
β ´ Zω,ra,bqβ
˘ ą ε¯ “ 0.
(4.60)
To prove (4.60), we observe that the process
 
ε ^ pZω,ra,b1qβ ´ Zω,ra,bqβ q; a P p0, 1s
(
is
a time-reversed positive super-martingale, thanks to Lemma 3.5. Using Doob’s optional
stopping theorem we thus obtain that
P
´
sup
aPp0,1s
`
Z
ω,ra,b1q
β ´ Zω,ra,bqβ
˘ ą ε¯ ď 1
ε
E
”`
Z
ω,r1,b1q
β ´ Zω,r1,bqβ
˘^ εı. (4.61)
Sending b1 to infinity on both sides, we obtain
P
´
sup
aPp0,1s
`
Zω,aβ ´ Zω,ra,bqβ
˘ ą ε¯ ď 1
ε
E
”`
Zω,1β ´ Zω,r1,bqβ
˘^ εı. (4.62)
The right-hand side goes to zero by dominated convergence, thanks to Proposition 2.5. 
4.7. Almost sure positivity of Zωβ pfq. Let f P Bb be non-negative and such that
Qpfq ą 0. Recall the definitions (2.39) and (4.58) of the truncated noise and of the corre-
sponding partition function. We are going to show first that the positivity of Z
ω,r0,bq
β pfq
does not depend on the value of b, for any 0 ă b ă b1 ď 1.
P
´ 
Z
ω,r0,bq
β pfq ą 0
(
△
 
Z
ω,r0,b1q
β pfq ą 0
(¯ “ 0. (4.63)
where △ stands for the symmetric difference (in other words the events are equal in the L1
sense and in particular have the same probability). Applying Lemma 3.3 to the measure
λb (recall (4.59)) we obtain that
Z
ω,ra,bq
β pfq “ e´βpκa´κbq
ÿ
σPPpωq
β|σ|̺pt,x, fq
|σ|ź
i“1
ui1tuiPra,bqu . (4.64)
This last expression implies that for every a ă b16 b we have almost surely
Zω,aβ pfq ě e´βκbZω,ra,bqβ pfq ě e´βκb1Zω,ra,b
1q
β pfq , (4.65)
and taking the limit when a tends to zero we obtain
Zωβ pfq ě e´βκbZω,r0,bqβ pfq ě e´βκb1Zω,r0,b
1q
β pfq . (4.66)
This yields
P
´ 
Z
ω,r0,b1q
β pfq ą 0
(z Zω,r0,bqβ pfq ą 0(¯ “ 0 .
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On the other hand, the same argument as in Lemma 3.5 yields that pZω,ra,bqβ pfqqbPpa,1s is
a martingale (in b) for the filtration Gb defined by
Gb :“ σ
`tpt, x, υq P ω : υ ă bu˘ . (4.67)
Taking a to zero in the conditional expectation (using uniform integrability cf. Corol-
lary 4.19) we obtain that
E
“
Z
ω,r0,b1q
β pfq
ˇˇ
Gb
‰ “ Zω,r0,bqβ pfq , (4.68)
which yields the second inclusion of (4.63)
P
´ 
Z
ω,r0,bq
β pfq ą 0
(z Zω,r0,b1qβ pfq ą 0(¯ “ 0.
Now let us fix a decreasing sequence bn P p0, 1s with bn Ó 0 and consider the event
Apfq :“ Şmě0Ťněm  Zω,r0,bnqβ pfq ą 0(. An immediate consequence of (4.63) is that
P
´
Z
ω,r0,1q
β pfq ą 0
¯
“ PrApfqs . (4.69)
Now Apfq is measurable with respect to the σ-algebra G0 :“
Ş
bPp0,1s Gb. Therefore, by
Kolmogorov’s 0´1 law, it has probability either 0 or 1. From Corollary 4.19 the martingale
pZω,ra,1qβ qaPp0,1s is uniformly integrable and thus
E
“
Z
ω,r0,1q
β pfq
‰ “ Qpfq ą 0 .
Combining these two facts we obtain that necessarily P
`
Z
ω,r0,1q
β pfq ą 0
˘ “ 1, which
concludes the proof using (4.65). 
Remark 4.20. The proofs in Section 4.6-4.7 apply verbatim to the point-to-point par-
tition function. They give that for any pt, xq P R˚` ˆ Rd we have the a.s. convergence
limaÑ8 Z
ω,a
β pt, xq “ Zωβ pt, xq, with Zωβ pt, xq positive and finite almost surely.
4.8. Proof of Proposition 4.5. We now show that pQω,aβ qaPp0,1s is tight. We need to
find a sequence of compact sets KN such that almost surely
lim
NÑ8
sup
aPp0,1s
Qω,aβ pKAN q “ 0 .
Since Zω,aβ converges to a positive limit, this is of course equivalent to proving
lim
NÑ8
sup
aPp0,1s
Z
ω,a
β pKAN q “ 0 . (4.70)
In the case µ :“ şr1,8q υλpdυq ă 8, since ErZω,aβ p1Aqs “ eβµQpAq, using Doob’s maxi-
mal inequality we have
P
´
sup
aPp0,1s
Zω,aβ p1KAN q ě ε
¯
ď 1
ε
eβµQ
“
KAN
‰
. (4.71)
It is then easy to show that (4.70) holds for an arbitry increasing sequence of compacts
verifying limNÑ8QrKN s “ 1; for instance taking KN :“
 
ϕ P C0pr0, 1sq : ϕptq ď Nt1{4
(
.
In the case
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq “ 8, we proceed analogously with the truncated partition
function Z
ω,ra,bq
β . We obtain that for any b ą 0,
lim
NÑ8
sup
aPp0,1s
Z
ω,ra,bq
β p1KAN q “ 0 .
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We then conclude using (4.60), to get that a.s.
lim
bÑ8
sup
aPp0,1s
sup
NPN
´
Zω,aβ p1KAN q ´Z
ω,ra,bq
β p1KAN q
¯
6 lim
bÑ8
sup
aPp0,1s
´
Zω,aβ ´ Zω,ra,bqβ
¯
“ 0 .

5. Degeneration of the partition function: Propositions 2.6 and 2.10
5.1. Proof of Proposition 2.6. Let us assume that
ş
r1,8qplog υqd{2λpdυq “ 8 and show
that the partition function Zω,aβ is a.s. infinite. We use the representation (3.10). Keeping
only paths σ with cardinality one in the sum and keeping only those with t P r1{2, 1s we
have
Zω,aβ ě e´βκa
ÿ
pt,x,υqPωpaq
ρtpxqυ ě e
´βκa
πd{2
ÿ
pt,x,υqPωpaq , tě1{2
υ e´}x}
2
. (5.1)
Hence to conclude it is sufficient to show that almost surely
sup
pt,x,υqPω : tPr1{2,1s
 
log υ ´ }x}2( “ 8. (5.2)
For this it is sufficient to check that almost surely, the event Aj defined by
Aj :“
 D pt, x, υq P ω , t P r1
2
, 1s, }x}8 P r2j´1, 2jq, log υ ě 4j`1
(
.
is satisfied for infinitely many j. By Borel–Cantelli, since the Aj are by construction
independent it suffices to show that
ř8
j“1 PpAjq “ 8. The number of points pt, x, υq P ω
such that t P r1
2
, 1s, }x}8 P r2j´1, 2jq and log υ ě 4j`1 is a Poisson random variable with
mean
λj “ 12 2djp1´ 2´dqλ
`rexpp4j`1q,8q˘ .
Hence we have PpAjq “ 1´ e´λj and we simply need to show that
ř8
j“1 λj “ 8. But this
is a direct consequence of our assumption
ş
r1,8qplog υqd{2λpdυq “ 8 sinceż
r1.8q
plog υqd{2λpdυq6
8ÿ
j“1
ż expp4j`2q
expp4j`1q
p4j`2qd{2λpdυq6 2
1´ 2´d 4
d
8ÿ
j“1
λj .

5.2. Proof of Proposition 2.10. Since the use of the size-biased measure is at the heart
of our proof we are going first to assume that µ :“ şr1,8q υλpυqdυ ă 8, in order to be able
to use Lemma 3.7. At the end of the proof we explain how to deal with the case µ “ 8.
Note that Zω,aβ converges almost surely, as a consequence of the martingale property:
we only need to prove that it converges to zero in probability. Since Z
ω,a
β :“ e´βµZω,aβ is a
positive variable with mean 1 it is sufficient to identify a sequence of events Ja such that
lim
aÑ0
E
“
Z
ω,a
β 1Ja
‰ “ 0 and lim
aÑ0
PpJaq “ 1, (5.3)
as it implies that Z
ω,a
β 1Ja and thus Z
ω,a
β converge to zero in probability. This is equivalent
to proving that the total variation distance between the two measures P and rPaβ goes to 1.
That is, according to Lemma 3.7, we need to prove that
lim
aÑ0
››P pω P ¨q ´Qb Eb E1a ppω P ¨q ››TV “ 1. (5.4)
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Our proof’s strategy relies on finding a statistic that helps to distinguish between ω and pω
for most realizations of the Brownian trajectory. More precisely, we use the second moment
method. We are going to define a functional Yapωq which verifies
lim
aÑ0
`
Qb Eb E1a rYappωqs ´ E rYapωqs ˘2
VarPpYapωqq `VarQbEbE1apYapωqq
“ 8. (5.5)
The above implies that asymptotically Yappωq and Yapωq concentrate around different values
and thus that (5.4) holds (see [39, Prop 7.12] for a quantitative statement and its proof).
We treat separately the cases d ě 3, d “ 1 and d “ 2, in that order.
The case d ě 3. We assume that şp0,1q υ1` 2dλpdυq “ 8. In order to find a statistic that
allows us to distinguish between P and rPaβ, the idea here is to find a region of RˆRdˆR`
where rPaβ displays significantly more points than P. We consider a sequence Ra going
(slowly) to infinity (we set its value latter on) and we set
Yapωq :“ #
!
pt, x, uq P ω : }x}8 ď Ra
?
t , u ě `a_ td{2˘). (5.6)
Under P, Ya is a Poisson variable with mean given by
E rYapωqs :“ p2Raqd
ż 1
0
td{2λ
`ra_ td{2,8q˘dt. (5.7)
Note that our assumption on λ readily implies that
ş1
0
td{2λpra _ td{2,8qqdt and hence
E rYapωqs go to infinity as a Ó 0. On the other hand, conditionally on pBtqtPr0,1s, under
Pb P1a, we have that Yappωq is a Poisson random variable with mean
Eb E1a rYappωqs “ p2Raqd ż 1
0
td{2λ
`ra_ td{2,8q˘dt` βXa , (5.8)
where we have set
Xa :“
ż 1
0
1t|Bt|6Ra
?
tu
ż
ra_td{2,8q
υλpdυqdt. (5.9)
Before averaging with respect to the Brownian motion, since Ra tends to infinity, notice
that we can almost replace 1t|Bt|ďRa
?
tu by 1, so Xa is close toma :“
ş1
0
ş
ra_td{2,8q υλpdυqdt.
With this in mind (and the fact that the variance of a Poisson variable is equal to its
expectation), the important part that has to be checked for (5.5) to hold is that
lim
aÑ0
m2a
pRaqd
ş1
0
td{2λpra_ td{2,8qqdt
“ 8. (5.10)
Sincema “
ş1
0
ş
ra_td{2,8q υλpdυqdt ě
ş1
0
td{2λpra_td{2,8qqdt, we have that (5.10) is satisfied
as long as Ra diverges slowly enough. We can choose for instance
Ra “
ˆż 1
0
td{2λpra_ td{2,8qqdt
˙ 1
2d
.
Now that all the notation have been set, let us complete the proof of (5.5). Setting
qa :“ Q p|B1|6Raq, we have by that Brownian scaling that
QpXaq “ qa
ż 1
0
ż
ra_td{2,8q
υλpdυqdt “ qama ,
VarQ pXaq “ QpX 2a q ´QpXaq2 ď p1´ q2aqm2a.
(5.11)
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As a consequence, recalling (5.8), we have that
Qb Eb E1a rYappωqs ´ E rYapωqs “ βqama . (5.12)
We also have
VarQbPbP1a rYappωqs “ Q `VarPbP1apYappωq˘` β2VarQ pXaq
ď p2Raqd
ż 1
0
td{2λpra_ td{2,8qqdt` βqama ` β2p1´ q2aqm2a. (5.13)
Now we can conclude that (5.5) holds, simply by using (5.10) and the fact that qa tends
to 1 as a Ó 0 (using also that ma “ opm2aq since ma goes to 8). 
The case d “ 1. We assume that şp0,1q υ2λpdυq “ 8. In this case we set
Yapωq :“
ÿ
pt,x,υqPω
υ1 
υPra,1q, tPr0,1s, }x}8ďRa
( , (5.14)
where again Ra is a sequence going to infinity sufficiently slowly (it is chosen below).
Then, we have
ErYapωqs “ 2Ra
ż
ra,1q
υλpdυq , VarpYapωqq “ 2Ra
ż
ra,1q
υ2λpdυq. (5.15)
Additionally, setting this time qa :“
ş1
0
Q p|Bt|6Raqdt we have
Qb Eb E1a
“
Yappωq‰ “ 2Ra ż
ra,1q
υλpdυq ` βqa
ż
ra,1q
υ2λpdυq , (5.16)
and using a variant of the argument used in (5.11)
VarQbPbP1a
“
Yappωq‰ ď 2Ra ż
ra,1q
υ2λpdυq`βqa
ż
ra,1q
υ3λpdυq`β2p1´q2aq
´ż
ra,1q
υ3λpdυq
¯2
ď p2Ra ` βqaq
ż
ra,1q
υ2λpdυq ` β2p1´ q2aq
´ ż
ra,1q
υ2λpdυq
¯2
, (5.17)
where we simply used that υ6 1 for the second inequality. Now, since qa goes to 1 as
a Ó 0, to conclude that (5.5) holds it is sufficient to have Ra “ o
` ş
ra,1q υ
2λpdυq˘ which can
be obtained by setting Ra “ p
ş
ra,1q υ
2λpdυqq1{2. 
The case d “ 2. We assume that şp0,1q υ2| log υ|λpdυq “ 8. In this case we define
Yapωq :“
ÿ
pt,x,υqPω
υ
t_ υ1
 
υPra,1q, tPr0,1s, }x}8ďRa
?
t
( , (5.18)
where Ra goes to infinity slowly enough (it is chosen below). In that case, we have
ErYapωqs “ p2Raq2
ż
ra,1q
ż 1
0
υt
t_ υdtλpdυq
VarpYapωqq “ p2Raq2
ż
ra,1q
ż 1
0
υ2t
pt_ υq2dtλpdυq.
(5.19)
Now with qa :“ Q p|B1|6Raq we have,
Qb Eb E1arYappωqs “ p2Raq2 ż
ra,1q
ż 1
0
υt
t_ υdtλpdυq ` qaβ
ż
ra,1q
ż 1
0
υ2
t_ υdtλpdυq. (5.20)
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Using again a variant of (5.11) to bound the variance from above we obtain
VarQbPbP1a
“
Yappωq‰ ď p2Raq2 ż
ra,1q
ż 1
0
υ2t
pt_ υq2dtλpdυq
` qaβ
ż
ra,1q
ż 1
0
υ3
pt_ υq2dtλpdυq ` β
2p1´ qaq2
´ż
ra,1q
ż 1
0
υ2
t_ υdtλpdυq
¯2
. (5.21)
To conclude we need to check that (5.5) holds. It is not difficult to show that the second
and third term appearing in the variance of Yappωq can be neglected (recall that qa goes
to 1) and hence to conclude one only needs to ensure that
lim
aÑ0
´ş
ra,1q
ş1
0
υ2
t_υdtλpdυq
¯2
p2Raq2
ş
ra,1q
ş1
0
υ2t
pt_υq2 dtλpdυq
“ 8 . (5.22)
Now this can be done by setting Ra “ p
ş
ra,1q υ
2| log υ|dυq1{4 since both integrals in the
numerator and the denominator are comparable to
ş
ra,1q υ
2| log υ|dυ. 
Conclusion of the proof of Proposition 2.10. When
ş
r1,8q υλpυqdυ ă 8, we have shown
that if (2.22) is not satisfied, then limaÑ0Z
ω,a
β “ 0 almost surely. If f P B, simply using
that |Zω,aβ pfq| ď }f}8Zω,aβ gives us limaÑ0Zω,aβ pfq “ 0.
Let us now turn to the case
ş
r1,8q υλpυqdυ “ 8,. For f P Bb we can replace the noise ξ
paq
ω
by a truncated one ξ
ra,bq
ω (recall (2.39)), like in the proof of Proposition 3.1, using that f
has a bounded support. We therefore conclude that we also have limaÑ0Z
ω,a
β pfq “ 0.
It remains to show that if (2.17) holds, then we also have limaÑ0Z
ω,a
β “ 0 a.s. We set
fnpBq :“ 1tmaxtPr0,1s |Bt|ďnu and fn “ 1 ´ fn. We have for any n limaÑ0Zω,aβ pfnq “ 0 a.s.
and we can thus conclude if we prove that
lim
nÑ8 supaPp0,1s
Zω,aβ pfnq “ 0 (5.23)
Using Doob’s maximal inequality for the super-martingale pZω,ra,bqβ pfnq ^ εqaPp0,1s, we get
P
´
sup
aPp0,1s
Z
ω,ra,bq
β pfnq ą ε
¯
ď 1
ε
E
”
Z
ω,r1,bq
β pfnq ^ ε
ı
. (5.24)
Sending b to infinity on both sides we get PpsupaPp0,1s Zω,aβ pfnq ą εq ď 1εErZω,1β pfnq ^ εs,
which proves (5.23) by dominated convergence, thanks to Proposition 2.5. 
6. Properties of the Continuum Directed Polymer in Le´vy Noise
In this section, we prove various properties of the measure Qωβ constructed in Theo-
rem 2.7. We always suppose that Assumptions (2.17)-(2.18) are satisfied.
6.1. Proof of Proposition 2.12. To check (2.25), we only need to verify that for any
bounded measurable set A we almost surely have
lim
aÑ0
Qω,aβ pAq “ QωβpAq, (6.1)
(this allows to check that (2.25) is satisfied for simple functions with bounded support
and we can conclude using monotone convergence for positive functions). Now since Q is
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a regular measure, one can find an increasing sequence of closed set A
p1q
n and a decreasing
sequence of bounded open sets A
p2q
n such that
@n ě 1, Ap1qn Ă A Ă Ap2qn , and lim
nÑ8QpA
p2q
n zAp1qn q “ 0. (6.2)
By the Portmanteau theorem, we have for every n
lim sup
aÑ0
Qω,aβ pAp1qn q ď QωβpAp1qn q and lim infaÑ0 Q
ω,a
β pAp2qn q ě QωβpAp2qn q. (6.3)
Hence to conclude it is sufficient to check that almost surely
lim
nÑ8Q
ω
βpAp2qn zAp1qn q “ 0. (6.4)
By the Portmanteau theorem (again), since A
p2q
n zAp1qn is open, it is sufficient to check that
Zωβ p1Ap2qn zAp1qn q goes to 0 as n Ñ 8. If we assume that µ :“
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8, then from
Corollary 4.2 we obtain that
E
”
Zωβ
`
1
A
p2q
n zAp1qn
˘ı “ eβµQpAp2qn zAp1qn q , , (6.5)
and thus (6.4) follows from (6.2). Now if
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq “ 8, the previous argument yields
that for any b,
lim
nÑ8Z
ω,r0,bq
β
`
1
A
p2q
n zAp1qn
˘ “ 0 .
Since A
p2q
n zAp1qn Ă Ap2q1 for all n with Ap2q1 bounded, we have that for b sufficiently large,
Zωβ
`
1
A
p2q
n zAp1qn
˘ “ Zω,r0,bqβ `1Ap2qn zAp1qn ˘
for every n. This allows to conclude that Zωβ p1Ap2qn zAp1qn q goes to 0 also in that case.
Finally, if QpAq “ 0 then Qω,aβ pAq “ 0 for all a P p0, 1s and thus (6.1) implies that
QωβpAq “ 0 almost surely, yielding that P¸QωβpAq “ 0. 
6.2. Proof of Proposition 2.14. Let us start with the item (i), QpAemptypωqq “ 1, which
is the easiest statement. Note that for any t ą 0 and x P Rd we have QpBt “ xq “ 0.
Hence,
QpAAemptyq ď
ÿ
pt,x,υqPω
QpBt “ xq “ 0. (6.6)
Now, to prove item (ii), we notice that when κ0 :“
ş
p0,1q υλpdυq ă 8 then the Qωβ -
probability of an event A is given by
QωβpAq “
1
Zωβ
ÿ
σPPpωq
w0,βpσ,1Aq (6.7)
where w0,βpσ,1Aq is defined as in (3.6). To see this, since the r.h.s. of (6.7) defines a
probability, it is sufficient check that for f P C we have
lim
aÑ0
Qω,aβ pfq “
1
Zωβ
ÿ
σPPpωq
w0,βpσ, fq , (6.8)
which follows from the expression (3.9) of Zω,aβ pfq by dominated convergence. In partic-
ular, from (6.7) we have
QωβpAemptyq “
e´βκ0
Zωβ
ą 0. (6.9)
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For A8 the same argument as in item (i) shows that w0,βpσ,1A8q “ 0, since A8 requires
that the trajectory visits at least one point outside of σ (recall that σ is finite).
Let us now turn to the more delicate item (iii). Our idea is to find a sequence An of
sets in C0pr0, 1sq which are such that
lim
nÑ8Q
ω
βpAAnq “ 0 a.s. and lim supAn :“
č
ně0
ď
měn
Am Ă Adense . (6.10)
We will then get that almost surely
QωβpAdenseq ě lim
nÑ8Q
ω
β
´ ď
měn
An
¯
“ 1 . (6.11)
By (2.25) the first requirement in (6.10) is equivalent to limnÑ8 limaÑ0Q
ω,a
β pAAnq “ 0 and
thus to
lim
nÑ8 limaÑ0
Zω,aβ p1AAnq “ 0 , (6.12)
since Zω,aβ converges to a positive limit and is thus bounded away from 0. The obvious
way to bound Zω,aβ pAAnq is via the computation of its expectation. For this reason we first
assume that µ “ şr1,8q υλpdυq ă 8. Let us denote zpa, ϕ, ωq the maximal spacing in the
times of visit to points in ωpaq, i.e.
zpa, ϕ, ωq :“ sup
!
s : Dt P r0, 1 ´ ss, ∆pϕ,ωpaqq X rt, t` ss “ H
)
,
and let us set
an :“ infta : κa ě nu ,
which goes to 0 as n tends to infinity. We then define
An :“ tϕ : zpan, ϕ, ωq ď plog nq2{nu . (6.13)
and notice that Adense is satisfied as soon as infinitely many An’s are satisfied. Now, from
Lemma 3.5 we have that pZω,anβ pAAnqqaPp0,ans is a martingale which is uniformly integrable:
we can extend therefore extend it at 0. By Markov’s inequality we have
P
´
lim
aÑ0
Zωβ pAAnq ě n´1
¯
ď nE“Zω,anβ pAAnq‰. (6.14)
The r.h.s. can be computed explicitly: we have (recall t0 “ 0, t|σ|`1 “ 1)
Zω,anβ pAAnq “
ÿ
σPPpωpanqq , DiPJ0,|σ|K, ti`1´tiąplog nq2{n
wan,βpσq.
Hence we have (we set κn :“ κan ě n and κn :“ µ` κan to lighten notation)
E
“
Zω,anβ pAAnq
‰ ď e´βκn 8ÿ
k“0
pβκnqk
ż
Xk
1tDiPJ0, kK,ti`1´tiąplognq2{nudt .
Now, by symmetry, we have for any k ě 1ż
Xk
1tDiPJ0,kK,ti`1´tiąplognq2{nudt ď k
ż
Xk
1ttkď1´plog nq2{nudt “
k
`
1´ plog nq2{n˘k
k!
.
Thus, for n sufficiently large we have
E
“
Zω,anβ pAAnq
‰ ď e´βκn ´1` βκneβκnp1´plog nq2{nq¯ ď e´βn ` βκneβµe´βplog nq2 ď n´3.
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We therefore get that for n sufficiently large
P
´
lim
aÑ0
Zωβ pAAnq ě n´1
¯
ď n´2 , (6.15)
which is summable, so we conclude that (6.12) holds a.s. by Borel–Cantelli lemma. Whenş
r1,8q υλpdυq “ 8, in order to prove (6.12) (for the same An), we observe that
Zω,aβ pAAnq ď
´
Zω,aβ ´ Zω,ra,bqβ
¯
` Zω,ra,bqβ pAAnq. (6.16)
The second term goes to zero by the above proof and the first one can be made arbitrarily
small by choosing b large, thanks to Proposition 2.5. 
6.3. Point-to-point partition functions and finite-dimensional marginals. Recall
that Zωβ pt, xq :“ lim supaÑ0Zω,aβ pt, xq and that Proposition 2.15 (which has been proven in
Section 4) ensures that the lim sup can a.s. be replaced by a limit, with Zω,aβ pt, xq P p0,8q.
Proof of Proposition 2.16. Given 0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tk “ 1, for any fixed px1, . . . , xkq a direct
consequence of Proposition 2.15 and of translation invariance is that
P
´
Di P J1, kK, Zωβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqs ą lim inf
aÑ0
Zω,aβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqs
¯
“ 0. (6.17)
Thus, as a consequence of Fubini’s theorem, the set!
px1, . . . , xkq : Di P J1, kK, Zωβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqs ą lim inf
aÑ0
Zω,aβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqs
)
has almost surely zero Lebesgue measure. Now, let g be a bounded continuous function
of k variables in Rd, satisfying 0 ď g ď 1. Applying (2.25) with gpϕq :“ gpϕpt1q, . . . , ϕptkqq,
we have
QωβpgpBt1 , . . . , Btkqq “ limaÑ8Q
ω,a
β pgpBt1 , . . . , Btkqq , a.s. (6.18)
For any a ą 0 we have
Qω,aβ pgpBt1 , . . . , Btkqq “
1
Z
ω,a
β
ż
pRdqk
gpxq
kź
i“1
Zω,aβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqsdx . (6.19)
To conclude, we only need to show that almost surely
lim
aÑ0
ż
pRdqk
gpxq
kź
i“1
Zω,aβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqsdxi “
ż
pRdqk
gpxq
kź
i“1
Zωβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqsdx .
(6.20)
In particular, taking g ” 1, this will give that (recall (3.12))
Zωβ “
ż
pRdqk
kź
i“1
Zωβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqsdxi . (6.21)
Let us first treat the case
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8. In that case we have
E
„ˇˇˇ ż
pRdqk
gpxq
kź
i“1
Z
ω,a
β rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqsdx´
ż
pRdqk
gpxq
kź
i“1
Zωβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqsdx
ˇˇˇ
ď
ż
pRdqk
gpxqE
„ˇˇˇ kź
i“1
Z
ω,a
β rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqs ´
kź
i“1
Zωβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqs
ˇˇˇ
dx .
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Now, thanks to Proposition 2.15 and the fact that the product of independent variables
converging in L1 also converges in L1, we have for almost every x1, . . . , xk P Rd
lim
aÑ0
E
„ˇˇˇ kź
i“1
Zω,aβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqs ´
kź
i“1
Zωβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqs
ˇˇˇ
“ 0. (6.22)
Morever, we have (recall (3.4))
E
„ˇˇˇ kź
i“1
Zω,aβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqs ´
kź
i“1
Zωβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqs
ˇˇˇ
ď 2eβµ̺pt,xq (6.23)
and thus the convergence (6.20) holds in L1 by dominated convergence. The fact that the
convergence is also almost sure comes from the fact that the l.h.s. in (6.20) is a martingale.
In the case
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq “ 8, we can apply (6.20) for the truncated environment and
obtain that almost surely
lim
aÑ0
ż
pRdqk
gpxq
kź
i“1
Z
ω,ra,bq
β rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqsdx
“
ż
pRdqk
gpxq
kź
i“1
Z
ω,r0,bq
β rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqsdx. (6.24)
Bounding above Z
ω,ra,bq
β by Z
ω,a
β in the l.h.s. and using monotone convergence for the
r.h.s., we obtain that
lim
aÑ0
ż
pRdqk
gpxq
kź
i“1
Zω,aβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqsdx ě
ż
pRdqk
gpxq
kź
i“1
Zωβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqsdx.
(6.25)
Since the same inequality is also valid for 1 ´ g, to conclude it is sufficient to check that
we have equality when g ” 1. This corresponds to checking thatż
pRdqk
kź
i“1
Zωβ rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqsdxi “ Zωβ . (6.26)
But thanks to (6.20) (see in particular (6.21)), we haveż
pRdqk
kź
i“1
Z
ω,r0,bq
β rpti´1, xi´1q, pti, xiqsdxi “ Zω,r0,bqβ ,
for all b, so (6.26) follows by monotone convergence. 
7. Stochastic Heat Equation with Le´vy noise: proof of Proposition 2.21
Recall that Proposition 2.19 has been proven in Section 4 (see Remark 4.16). It remains
to show that for fixed t P r0, 1s and x P Rd, we have
lim
aÑ0
ż
Rd
Zω,aβ rp0, yq, pt, xqsu0pdyq “
ż
Rd
Zωβ rp0, yq, pt, xqsu0pdyq (7.1)
and that the right-hand-side is finite. For simplicity, we assume that u0 is a positive
measure, since otherwise we simply treat the positive and negative parts of u0 separately.
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In the case
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8, we can repeat the proof of Proposition 2.16. We have
E
“ˇˇ
uapt, xq ´ upt, xqˇˇ‰ ď ż
Rd
E
”ˇˇˇ
Zω,aβ rp0, yq, pt, xqs ´ Zωβ rp0, yq, pt, xqs
ˇˇˇı
u0pdyq .
Using (6.22)-(6.23) with k “ 1 together with the fact that ş
Rd
ρtpy´xqu0pdyq ă 8 thanks
to our assumption (2.38), we conclude by dominated convergence that
lim
aÑ0
uapt, xq “ upt, xq
in L1 and almost surely (since puapt, xqqaPp0,1s is a martingale).
Let us now turn to the case
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq “ 8. Recall the definition (2.40) of ura,bq and
notice that for all a P p0, 1s and b ě 1 we have ura,bqpt, xq6uapt, xq ă 8 almost surely.
Applying the L1 and a.s. convergence with the truncated environment, we get that
lim
aÑ0
ura,bqpt, xq “ ur0,bqpt, xq :“
ż
Rd
Z
ω,r0,bq
β rp0, yq, pt, xqsu0pdyq , a.s. (7.2)
To conclude, we need to show that we can take the limit b Ñ 8 uniformly for a P p0, 1s.
More precisely, similarly to (4.60), we show that for any ε ą 0 we have
lim
bÑ8
P
´
sup
aPp0,1s
`
uapt, xq ´ ura,bqpt, xq˘ ą ε¯ “ 0 . (7.3)
Indeed, for any b1 ą b ě 1, considering the super-martingale ε^pura,b1qpt, xq´ura,bqpt, xqqaPp0,1s
and applying Doob’s inequality, we get
P
´
sup
aPp0,1s
`
ura,b
1qpt, xq ´ ura,bqpt, xq˘ ą ε¯6 1
ε
E
”
ε^ `ur1,b1qpt, xq ´ ur1,bqpt, xq˘ı .
Sending b1 to infinity we therefore get by monotone convergence (analogously to (4.62))
P
´
sup
aPp0,1s
`
uapt, xq ´ ura,bqpt, xq˘ ą ε¯6 1
ε
E
”
ε^ `u1pt, xq ´ ur1,bqpt, xq˘ı .
Then, since u1pt, xq ă 8, the limit (7.3) follows by dominated convergence. As a by-
product, this shows that upt, xq ă 8 a.s. 
Appendix A. Proofs of some properties of Zω,aβ
A.1. Alternative representation of Zω,aβ : proof of Lemma 3.3. In order to lighten
notations, we write the proof only in the case of a function f ” 1. We assume thatş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8 so that all the integrals below are well defined (recall Proposition 3.1).
The general case with a function f P Bb (for which all terms are well defined without
restriction on λ, thanks to Proposition 3.1) is a mere adaptation of notation.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. We only prove (3.8) since the other claims follow directly from it.
Let σ be a fixed set of points with |σ| “ ℓ ě 1 (the case σ “ H can be checked
separately) and le- pti, xi, uiqℓi“1 denote the (time ordered) points in σ. Given i P J0, ℓK,
and ps, yq P Ekpσq, we let spiqj , ypiqj , j ď ki denote the space time points of ps, yq in the time
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interval pti, ti`1q (note that ki here is a function of ps, yq). Then by splitting the integrals
according the the value of the ki’s, grouping the terms and factorizing, we obtain that
ÿ
kěℓ
βk
ż
Ekpσq
̺pt,xq
kź
i“1
ξpaqω pdti,dxiq
“βℓ
ℓ´1ź
i“0
ui`11tui`1ěau
8ÿ
ki“0
p´βpκa ´ κbqqki
ˆ
ż
tiăspiq1 ă¨¨¨ăspiqk ăti`1
ż
pRdqki
˜
ki`1ź
j“1
ρ∆jspiqp∆jypiqq
¸
kiź
j“1
ds
piq
j dy
piq
j (A.1)
ˆ
8ÿ
kℓ“0
p´βκaqkℓ
ż
tℓăspiq1 ă¨¨¨ăspiqkℓă1
ż
pRdqkℓ
˜
kℓź
j“1
ρ∆jspℓqp∆jypℓqq
¸
kℓź
j“1
ds
pℓq
j dy
pℓq
j
with the convention ∆js
piq :“ spiqj ´ spiqj´1, spiq0 “ ti, spiqki`1 “ ti`1 and analogously for y
piq
j .
When ki “ 0 resp. kℓ “ 0, the value of the above integrals are by conventionż
tiăspiq1 ă¨¨¨ăspiqk ăti`1
ż
pRdqki
˜
ki`1ź
j“1
ρ∆jspiqp∆jypiqq
¸
kiź
j“1
ds
piq
j dy
piq
j “ ρti`1´tipxi`1 ´ xiq
and ż
tℓăspiq1 ă¨¨¨ăspiqkℓă1
ż
pRdqkℓ
˜
kℓź
j“1
ρ∆jspℓqp∆jypℓqq
¸
kℓź
j“1
ds
pℓq
j dy
pℓq
j “ 1.
Now, one can check that
8ÿ
ki“0
p´βκaqki
ż
tiăspiq1 ă¨¨¨ăspiqk ăti`1
ż
pRdqki
˜
ki`1ź
j“1
ρ∆jspiqp∆jypiqq
¸
kiź
j“1
ds
piq
j dy
piq
j
“ ρti`1´tipxi`1 ´ xiq
˜
1`
8ÿ
ki“1
p´βκaqki
ż
tiăspiq1 ă¨¨¨ăspiqk ăti`1
kiź
j“1
ds
piq
j
¸
“ ρti`1´tipxi`1 ´ xiqe´βκapti`1´tiq,
and similarly
8ÿ
kℓ“0
p´βκaqkℓ
ż
tℓăspiq1 ă¨¨¨ăspiqkℓă1
ż
pRdqkℓ
˜
kℓź
j“1
ρ∆jspℓqp∆jypℓqq
¸
kℓź
j“1
ds
pℓq
j dy
pℓq
j “ e´βκap1´tℓq,
which concludes the proof. 
Proof of (3.11). The proof of (3.11) works exactly as above when
ş
r1,8q υλpdυq ă 8. For
the general case, one needs first to have an identity for a positive integral so that we
have no trouble with our definition. Truncating the environment and using monotone
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convergence we have
ρtpxq `
8ÿ
k“1
βk
ż
0ăt1ă¨¨¨ătkăt
ż
pRdqk
̺pt,xqρt´tk px´ xkq
kź
i“1
|ξpaqω |pdti,dxiq
“ e2κatβ
ÿ
Pr0,tspωq
wapσ, pt, xqq. (A.2)
This ensures that the sum and integrals in (2.27) are convergent if and only if we haveř
Pr0,tspωq ωpσ, pt, xqq ă 8. Then, repeating the proof above, we obtain that (3.11) holds.

A.2. The size-biased measure: proof of Lemma 3.7. Let us recall here, for the
sake of clarity, the content of Lemma 3.7. The size-biased measure rPaβ is defined asrPaβpJq “ ErZω,aβ 1J s. Then Lemma 3.7 states that for all bounded measurable function f ,rPaβrfpωqs “ Pb P1a bQ “fppωpω, ω1a, Bqq‰ ,
where pωpω, ω1a, Bq “ ω Y tpt, Bt, uq : pt, uq P ω1au, with Q the distribution of a standard
Brownian motion B, P1a the distribution of a Poisson point process ω1a on r0, 1s ˆ R`
with intensity dtb βαυ1tυěauλpduq and P the distribution of the Poisson point process ω
introduced in (1.7). Recall that we assume that µ :“ şr1,8q υλpdυq ă 8
Proof of Lemma 3.7. It is sufficient to check that the distributions of the two point pro-
cesses in Equation (3.15) coincide when restricted to r0, 1s ˆ Rd ˆ ra,8q, since their dis-
tributions outside of this set are unaltered by the size-biasing and remain independent of
the rest.
Given a bounded measurable subset A of r0, 1s ˆ Rd ˆ ra,8q, we define
NA :“ #pω XAq (A.3)
Our proof starts with the observation that the distribution of simple point processes is
completely characterized by P pNA “ 0q for all bounded and measurable set A, see [38,
Theorem 6.11], and hence a fortiori by the distribution of NA.
Hence, setting pNA :“ #ppω XAq, it is sufficient for us to prove that for every set A and
any k ě 0
1
k!
rEaβ“NApNA ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pNA ´ kq‰ “ 1k!Pb P1a bQ ” pNAp pNA ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p pNA ´ kqı (A.4)
and that the quantities above do not grow faster than exponentially, so that the distribu-
tions of NA and pNA are indeed characterized by their moments.
Let us define f “ fk,A :
`r0, 1s ˆ Rd ˆ ra,8q˘k Ñ R by
fk,A
`pti, xi, uiqki“1˘ :“ 1tt1ăt2ă¨¨¨ătku kź
i“1
1Apti, xi, uiq.
Since almost surely, there are no two points in ω with the same time coordinate we have
almost-surely ÿ
pti,xi,uiqki“1Pωk
fk,A
`pti, xi, uiqki“i˘ “ 1k!NApNA ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pNA ´ kq (A.5)
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and the analogous identity is valid for pNA. Hence we can check that the identity (3.15)
holds simply by applying Mecke’s formula (Proposition 3.8) to each side in (A.4).
Let us start with the (easier) case of pω, i.e. the right-hand side of (A.4). We set
Ak :“
 pti, xi, uiqki“i P Ak : t1 ă t2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tk(
and we obtain (recalling the definition of P1a)
Pb P1a
„ ÿ
pti,xi,uiqki“1P pωk
fk,A
`pti, xi, uiqki“i˘
“
ż
Ak
kź
i“1
´
dtidxiλpduiq ` βdtiδBti pdxiquiλpduiq
¯
.
Now expanding the product and averaging with respect to the Brownian Motion B we
obtain that the right-hand side in (A.4) is equal toż
Ak
ÿ
IĂJ1,kK
β|I|uIρIpt,xq
kź
i“1
dtidxiλpduiq (A.6)
where uI “
ś
iPI ui and ρIptxq :“
ś|I|
j“1 ρtji´tji´1 pxji ´ xji´1q with pijq
|I|
j“1 the ordered
indices of I (by convention i0 “ 0 and t0 “ 0, x0 “ 0).
Now let us move to the left-hand side of (A.4), that is the expectation with respect to
the size-biased measure. Recalling the definition (3.13) of rPaβ and the representation (3.10)
of Zω,aβ , it is equal to
rEaβ„ ÿ
pti,xi,uiqki“iP pωk
fk,A
`pti, xi, uiqki“i˘
“ e´βµE
„ ÿ
σPPpωq
wa,βpσq
ÿ
pti,xi,uiqki“iP ωk
fk,A
`pti, xi, uiqki“1˘ . (A.7)
We are going to decompose the sum above according to how σ intersects with the points
pti, xi, uiqki“1 that are arguments of fk,A. For any given I Ă J1, kK with |I| “ m and
ℓ “ pℓiqm`1i“1 , we set
PI,ℓ “
!
σ P Ppωq : `σ X pti, xi, uiqki“1˘ “ pti, xi, uiqiPI
and @j P J1,m` 1K, # pt, x, uq P σ , t P ptij´1 , tij q( “ ℓj) ,
where pijqmj“1 are the ordered elements of I, with i0 “ 0 and im`1 “ k ` 1 (and t0 “ 0,
tk`1 “ 1) by convention. For this computation we introduce κa “
ş
ra,8q υλpdυq “ κa ` µ.
Using again Mecke’s formula and recalling the definition (3.5) of wa,βpσq, we have, for any
such I and ℓ
E
„ ÿ
σPPI,ℓ
wa,βpσq
ÿ
pti,xi,uiqki“iP ωk
fk,Appti, xi, uiqki“iq

“ e´βκa
ż
Ak
Haβptim , xim , ℓmq
mź
j“1
Gaβptij´1 , tij , xij´1 , xij , ℓjqβ|I|uI
kź
i“1
dtidxiλpduiq ,
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where we set
Gaβpt, t1, x, x1, ℓq :“ βℓ
ż
tăs1ă¨¨¨ăsℓăt1
ż
pRdqℓ
ż
pa,8qℓ
˜
ℓ`1ź
i“1
ρ∆isp∆iyq
¸
ℓź
i“1
dsidyiviλpdviq
“ pβκaqℓ pt
1 ´ tqℓ
ℓ!
ρt1´tpx1 ´ xq,
with ∆is “ si ´ si´1 (s0 “ t, sℓ`1 “ t1) and ∆iy “ yi ´ yi´1 (y0 “ x, yℓ`1 “ x1) by
convention; and we also set
Haβpt, x, ℓq :“ βℓ
ż
tăs1ă¨¨¨ăsℓă1
ż
pRdqℓ
ż
pa,8qℓ
˜
ℓź
i“1
ρ∆isp∆iyq
¸
ℓź
i“1
dsidyiviλpdviq
“ pβκaqℓ p1´ tq
ℓ
ℓ!
.
Replacing Gaβ and H
a
β by their value we obtain (recall that tm`1 “ 1 by convention)
E
„ ÿ
σPPI,ℓ
wa,βpσq
ÿ
pti ,xi,uiqki“iPωk
fk,A
`pti, xi, uiqki“i˘
“ e´βκa
ż
Ak
m`1ź
j“1
pβκaqℓj ptj ´ tj´1q
ℓj
ℓj!
β|I|uIρIpt,xq
kź
i“1
dtidxiλpduiq .
Summing over all the possible ℓj just results in a factor e
βκa “ eβµeβκa and thus after
summing over I we obtain
rEaβ„ ÿ
pti,xi,uiqki“iP pωk
fk,A
`pti, xi, uiqki“i˘ “ eβµ ÿ
IĂJ1,kK
ż
Ak
β|I|uIρIpt,xq
kź
i“1
dtidxiλpduiq .
All together, we find that (A.7) is equal to (A.6). This proves (A.4), which concludes the
proof of Lemma 3.7. 
Appendix B. Stochastic comparisons
We provide here two results enabling us to compare some integrals with respect to the
measure λ to integrals with respect to the Lebesgue measure. In particular, they establish
the two claims (4.30)-(4.31).
Proposition B.1. Assume that µ :“ şr1,8q υλpdυq ă 8 and also that şp0,1q υpλpdυq ă 8
for some p P p1, 2q. Then for q ě 1 there is a constant cq, verifying lim
qÑ8 cqq
1´p “ 0, such
that for every m ě 1 and any non-decreasing function g : Rm Ñ R` with Supportpgq Ă
pε,8qm for some ε ą 0, we haveż
p0,qqm
gpu1, . . . , umq
mź
i“1
uiλpduiq6 pcqqm
ż
p0,2qqm
gpu1, . . . , umq
mź
i“1
u
´p
i dui .
Proof. Let us begin with a few observations. First, we only need to treat the case m “ 1
since applying the result successively to the functions ui ÞÑ fpu1, . . . , umq concludes the
proof. Second, we can work with a differentiable and bounded function g, the general case
being obtained by monotone convergence.
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By an integration by part, defining µqpuq :“
ş
pu,qq υλpdυq, we get thatż
p0,qq
gpuquλpduq “
ż
rε,qq
gpuquλpduq “
ż
rε,uq
g1puqµqpuqdu . (B.1)
Now, an important observation is that under our assumptions we have that
µqpuq :“
ż
pu,qq
υλpdυq6 cqu1´p , @ v P p1, qq , (B.2)
for a constant cq verifying limqÑ8 cqq1´p “ 0. Let us postpone the proof of (B.2), but we
can already see that plugged in (B.1) and using that g1puq ě 0, it implies thatż
p0,qq
gpuquλpduq6 cq
ż
rε,uq
g1puqu1´pdu “ cqgpqqq1´p ` pp ´ 1qcq
ż
rε,qq
gpuqu1´pdu
where we have used another integration by parts in the last identity. Using again that g
is non-decreasing, we get that
ş
rq,2qq gpuqu´pdu ě 1p´1p1´21´pqgpqqq1´p, and we therefore
end up with ż
p0,qq
gpuquλpduq6 cp cq
ż
p0,2qq
gpuqu1´pdu ,
where the constant cp only depends on p. This concludes the proof.
It remains to see why (B.2) is true. We consider the cases u ă 1 and u ě 1 separately.
If u ă 1, we use the fact that c1p :“
ş
p0,1q υ
pλpdυq ă `8 to get that
µqpuq6
ż
pu,1q
υ1´pυpλpdυq `
ż
r1,8q
υλpdυq6 c1pu1´p ` µ6 c2pu1´p ,
since p ą 1. If u ě 1, we simply use that
µqpuq6 c2qu1´p with c2q :“ sup
uPr1,qq
µqpuq{u1´p
and notice that since µqpuq is non-increasing and goes to 0 as u Ñ 8 this implies that
limqÑ8 q1´pc2q “ 0. Combining the above estimates gives (B.2). 
Proposition B.2. Assume that
ş
p0,1q υ
pλpdυq ă 8 for some p P p1, 2q. Then for any
q ě 1 there is a constant Cq, such that for every m ě 1 and any non-increasing function
g : Rm Ñ R` we haveż
p0,qqm
gpu1, . . . , umq
mź
i“1
u2i λpduiq6 pCqqm
ż
p0,qqm
gpu1, . . . , umq
mź
i“1
u
1´p
i dui .
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition B.1 above. Again, we only have to treat
the case m “ 1 and of a bounded and differentiable function g, with }g}86 1 to simplify.
Setting F puq :“ şp0,us υ2λpdυq (which is finite for any u ě 0), an integration by parts
gives that ż
p0,qq
gpuqu2λpduq “ gpqqF pqq ´
ż
p0,qq
g1puqF puqdu .
Now, notice that there is a constant Cq :“
ş
p0,qs υ
pλpdυq ă 8 such that
F puq “
ż
p0,us
υ2´pυpλpdυq6Cqu2´p , @u P p0, qs . (B.3)
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Using that g1puq6 0, we therefore get thatż
p0,qq
gpuqu2λpduq6Cqgpqqq2´p ´ Cq
ż
p0,qq
g1puqu2´pdu “ p2´ pqCq
ż
p0,qq
gpuqu1´pdu ,
where we used another integration by parts for the last identity. 
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